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A small group of student demonstrators bum a flag Wednesday on the commons while at least 
300 students surround them. Many In the crowd vocally protested the burning. 
Flag burning draws 
more foes than pros 
BY MEGHAN MURPHY 
senior writer 
More protesters than partic- 
ipants turned out to watch stu- 
dents burn the American flag 
yesterday on 









burning was largely in 
response to the inauguration of 
President George W. Bush, 
according to posters advertis- 
ing the event and fliers distrib- 
uted during the demonstra- 
tion. 
The flag, which was 
attached to a piece of wood 
and hung upside down, never 
became engulfed in flames, 
although it did catch fire for a 
short time on the bottom. 
Demonstrators met on the 
Quad around noon where both 
protesters and supporters of 
the cause gathered to voice 
their opinions. 
Demonstrators then 
marched to the commons 
with the flag hanging 
x upside down where 
ft,    police officers sur- 
A. rounded    the 
area to protect 
both the 
demonstrators and the crowd. 
Student Government Asso- 
ciation President Mark Sulli- 
van spoke to the demonstra- 
tors before they marched to the 
commons for the burning. He 
said the demonstrators had the 
rigb.t to bum the flag but they 
had to be careful to not injure 
anyone or damage any proper- 
ty- 
Burning the flag is a right 
protected by the First Amend- 
ment. The Commonwealth of 
Virginia has a code banning 
desecration of the flag, but fed- 
eral law supersedes state law. 
While the entire demonstra- 
tion was nonviolent, once the 
flag burning had begun many 
students became angry and 
shouted expletives at the flag 
burners. 
"Get... out of my country," 
see FLAG, page 5 
Art: institutionalized  
Unique exhibit uses the art of 
mental asylum patients as inspi- 
ration. Page 19 
Running Down a Dream 
The men's and women's track team compet- 
ed at the Virginia Tech Invitational last week 
and had some runners qualify for the ECAC 
and IC4A Championships. Page 29 
Rape reported ■ ■ 
on campus 
RSnYUDRARy 
HAHHISONBURG, VA. 22607 
BY JEN BONDS 
news editor 
A female student was 
reportedly raped in a non-resi- 
dential campus building Jan. 19 
at approximately 9 a.m. 
The victim was attacked by 
an acquaintance, Public Safety 
Director Alan MacNutt said. 
Someone other than the victim 
reported the incident, although 
MacNutt would not specify 
who. Charges have not been 
filed in the incident. 
JAN 2 5 2001 
MacNutt said he did not 
release a timely notification 
bulletin because there was "no 
need" since both parties were 
known in the incident. 
"Since both parties have 
been identified, I didn't feel 
that there was any general dan- 
ger toward the campus," he 
said. 
Stephen Davis, Student 
Government Association Pro- 
tempore, said the SGA has been 
see RAPE, page 5 
Parking deck 
shows progress 
Four-story deck aims for June completion 
BY LAUREN HOSPITAL 
contributing writer 
The parking deck being built 
between Bridgeforth Stadium 
and Newman Lake is showing 
signs of progress after problems 
building the structure's founda- 
tion delayed the project by sever- 
al months. 
Steve Knickrehm, the assis- 
tant vice president of resource 
planning, said the $6.6 million 
project is on target for comple- 
tion in June. 
He said the deck is about 20 
percent complete, or one full bay 
of the deck. 
The four-level deck was 
originally scheduled for com- 
pletion by fall 2000, but this 
date has been pushed back sev- 
eral times. In September, the 
date was pushed back to June 
because the project ran into 
foundation problems. 
Bedrock needed to stabilize 
the foundation was deeper in the 
ground than expected, which 
BECKY GABRIEL/owi/rifc photographer 
After delays, the parking deck 
should be ready in June. 
required  more digging and 
delayed the project. 
"The rock was not where it 
was expected," Knickrehm said. 
"Some of the caissons (pillars of 
see DECK, page 5 
What Do You Believe? 
More than 1500 people gathered to 
watch two scholars argue in an effort 
to determine which is right — cre- 
ation or evolution. Pages 20-21 
Money Mural 
The Artful Dodger mural contest 
looks to benefit local organizations 
and hopeful artists. Page 3 
Thursday, January 25, 2001 
DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR 
THURSDAY, JAN. 25 
Baptist Student Union large group 
praise and worship, 5:30 to 7 p.m., 
Baptist Student Center on corner of 
Cantrell Avenue and Main Street 
• Pi Sigma Epsilon business fraterni- 
ty informational meeting, 6:30 p.m., 
Godwin 344, contact Amelia at 432- 
3366 or layae 
• Campus Crusade for Christ week- 
ly large group meeting, 8 p.m., 
ISAT Health Sciences building lec- 
ture hall, e-mail Dan Flynn at flyn- 
ndj 
TO SUBMIT A DUKE 
DAY EVENT: 
E-mail Richard at The Breeze at saksharh with 
the information (event, date, location, contact 
info, etc.) Please submit by Friday for a Mon- 
day issue and Tuesday for a Thursday issue. 
Organizations who had a weekly item running in 
the calendar last semester, please re-send your 




Three JMU students were 
judicially referred for underaged 
consumption of alcohol at Potomac 
Hall on Jan. 20 at 3:17 a.m. 
The three subjects, all residents 
of Potomac Hall, were reportedly 
found partially dressed, frolicking in 
the snow in the area between 
Potomac and Chesapeake Halls 
when an officer responded to an 
exposure call. 
The subjects reportedly smelled 
of alcohol but were not intoxicated. 
In other matters, campus police 
report the following: 
Rape 
• A alleged acquaintance forcible 
sexual offense was reported on Jan. 
19 at 9 am. 
The incident reportedly occurred 
in an on-campus non-residential 
building and is under investigation. 
Underaged Possession of 
Alcohol 
• Jurgens R. Bayer, 18, of 
Maplewood, N.J., was served with a 
warrant for underaged possession 
of alcohol on Jan. 17 at 11:20 p.m. 
in relation to an incident that 
occurred on Jan. 13. 
Hit and Run 
• An alleged hit and run was 
reported on Jan. 20 at 3:02 a.m. 
The suspect vehicle has 
reportedly been located and the 
situation is under investigation. 
Grand Larceny 
• Unknown persons reportedly 
removed a rear window from a Jeep 
parked in R1 lot between Jan. 18 at 
9 p.m. and Jan. 21 at 8 p.m. 
The window was reportedly 
worth $500 and also had a student 
parking decal affixed to it. 
see POLICE LOO page 5 
WEATHER 
Today 
Cloudy and cold 
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The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings 
and distributed throughout James Madison University and 
the local Hamsonburg community. Comments and com- 
plaints should be addressed to Gina Montefusco, editor. 
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The Breeze 
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall 
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James Madison University 
Hamsonburg, Virginia 22807 
Phone: (540) 568-6127 Fax: (540) 568-6736 
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How to place a classified: 
Come to The Breeze office week- 
days between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10 
words, $2 for each additional 10 
words; boxed classified, $10 per 
column inch. 
Deadlines: noon Friday for 
Monday issue, noon Tuesday for 
Thursday issue. 
Classifieds must be paid in 
advance in The Breeze office. 
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"To the press alone, diequered as it is with 
abuses, the world is indebted for all the tri- 
umphs which haw been gained by reason 
and humanity over error and oppression." 
— James Madison 
m'fe L Meals on Wheels No, it's not the ice cream man, its Madison on the Move see below 
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"A lot of local charity 
organizations are finding 
it hard to raise funds... 
we want to help them." 
CHRIS CLARK 
owner, the Artful Dodger 
Local coffeehouse sponsors 
mural contest to help charities 
BY CASEY BONDS 
staff writer 
The Artful Dodger Coffeehouse & 
Cyber Cafe, located in Court Square in 
downtown Harrisonburg, is holding a 
contest for the best design of a mural that 
will be painted on the side of the building 
facing Market Street. 
The contest is open to any individual, 
group, club or organization and offers a 
$500 award. 
The winner of the contest will receive 
$400 and $100 will be awarded to a local 
charity of their choice. If the winner of the 
contest enters on behalf of a charity group 
or organization, they will keep the full 
award of $500. 
Artful Dodger owner Chris Clark 
said there are two main reasons for the 
contest: to beautify downtown and to 
help local charities. Clark, who bills 
himself as more of a civic entrepreneur, 
said he feels the need to give back to the 
community as much as possible. 
Clark says the Dodger has hosted 
fund raising events for area organiza- 
tions "whenever we can," he said. 
The first deadline for ideas and draw- 
ings for the contest is Feb. 19 at 4 p.m. 
Clark, co-owner Ken Keck and members 
of the Downtown Merchants Association 
will pick the winner. 
The first mural will be painted dur- 
ing spring break by Clark, his mother 
Beverly Clark and his grandmother 
Helen Bonman. 
"A lot of local charity organizations 
are finding it hard to raise funds at this 
time of year and we want to help them," 
Clark said. 
The contest will be an ongoing project 
in which there will be many winners. 
Clark said his intention is to select many 
murals, in turn giving away as much 
money as possible. By holding the contest, 
Clark said all will benefit. 
"The contest will not only help us by 
beautifying our building, but it will also 
help the community," he said. 
Some of the organizations Clark wants 
to help include Citizens Against Sexual 
Assault (CASA), Hope Builders, and the 
Valley AIDS Network. 
Clark said he thinks these organiza- 
tions are not getting the attention they 
need and hopes to not only raise money 
for their cause, but awareness as well. 
Junior Chris Cella is one of many stu- 
dents who believes the contest will be 
beneficial to all. 
"I think this was a great way to get the 
community involved in helping each 
other, and making the overall appearance 
of our town more appealing as well," 
Cella said. 
ALEX VESSELSIsenior photographer 
A look at the mural that has greeted Artful Dodger Coffeehouse patrons for 
almost six years. Clark is sponsoring a $500 giveaway for the designer of a new 
mural that will cover the side of the building facing Market Street. 
New breakfast cart to debut soon; 
SGA discusses next sports forum 
BY EMILY SHORT 
SGA reporter 
Students on the go will soon have a 
quick option to alleviate hunger pains. 
Beginning Feb. 15, a golf cart carrying 
breakfast and lunch items will be putter- 
ing between Zane Showker Hall and the 
Godwin bus stop offering bites to eat for 
folks who can't afford to wait in line for 
Pan Geos and other dining options. 
At-large Sen. Jenn Weiss, chair of the 
Student Government Association Food 
Services Committee, announced a new 
breakfast service, Madison on the Move, 
at Tuesday's SGA meeting. 
The new service is being funded by 
Aramark,  JMU's new   foodservice 
provider. 
Orientation info 
Debbie Brawn, coordinator of Orienta- 
tion/First Year Programs, presented SGA 
with information about fall orientation for 
freshmen. She said the Center for Leader- 
ship, Service and Transitions is now tak- 
ing applications for 2001-'02 Orientation 
Program Assistants. 
All undergraduate students are wel- 
come to apply to be an OPA or a First 
YeaR Orientation Guide (FROG), Brawn 
said. Interested students can pick up an 
application packet in Wilson 215 or attend 
an information session. Information ses- 
sions will be held today at 6 p.m. in the 
Dingledine Hall TV lounge and in the Col- 
lege Center Private Dining Room at 7:15 
p.m. Applications and two reference 
forms, which are provided in the applica- 
tion packet, must be returned to Wilson 
215 by 5 p.m. on Feb. 9. 
Interested students can contact 
Brawn at x8044 or by e-mail at brawndl. 
Orientation information is also available 
on the center's Web site at 
www.jmu.edu/orientation. 
Board actions addressed 
SGA President Mark Sullivan gave a 
short report on issues involving the Board 
of Visitors. The board is firming up plans 
with sexual assault prevention projects, 
including resource placards and Campus 
Assault ResponsE (CARE) and campus 
cadet funding. Sullivan raised the issue 
that SGA could help CARE and the cam- 
pus cadets by lobbying for more funding. 
A committee to discuss sweatshop 
labor will meet this Sunday in the Warren 
Hall loft at 7:30 p.m. Sullivan said. 
The next forum to discuss the Centen- 
nial Sports Committee's recommenda- 
tions to cut eight JMU sports teams has 
not yet been set, Sullivan said. Sullivan 
said Athletic Director Jeff Bourne is aware 
of the student body's strong support for 
keeping these teams, but he needs time to 
fairly review all information from past 
forums and other sources. The teams' 
fates will likely be determined at the 
board meeting March 23, but there will 
be another forum for students to 
express their concerns on the matter. 
Class activities in the works 
Class committees reported on the vari- 
ous events they are conducting this 
semester. The freshman class will hold a 
class committee meeting today at 6:30 
p.m. in Taylor Down Under. 
The sophomore class ski trip at Snow- 
shoe Ski Resort (WVa.) will be held the 
weekend of Feb. 3 and will cost approxi- 
mately $200 a person. This price covers 
lodging, passes, rentals and food. Final 
dates, times and cost will be confirmed 
next week. 
The junior class and Kappa Alpha 
fraternity are working together at the 
Junior Class Blood Drive on Jan. 31 in 
PC Ballroom. 
Senator Jaysri Nair, senior class presi- 
dent, announced that the date for the 
Senior Class St. Patrick's Day dance may 
be changed to Feb. 13 to have a Valen- 
tine's Day theme. The dance is being orga- 
nized in conjunction with the Sunnyside 
Presbyterian Retirement Community 
located in Massanetta Springs. 
The dance was originally scheduled 
for March 17, St. Patrick's Day. The date 
and details of the event will be finalized 
by next week's SGA meeting. 
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what's new at JMU... 
o hear Gibbons Hall menu: 
^iSi^i 
EARN AND LEARN 
JMU Dining Services Student Employment Program 
Want to Work for a Fortune 500 Corporation? 
Want to develop your interpersonal skills? 
Would you like the opportunity to gain management experience? 
Ready to Launch Your Career 
Before You Graduate? 
We've got the opportunity. 
It's time for you to get started. 
BECOME A STUDENT ASSOCIATE 
with JMU Dining Services 
Now Hiring for All Locations Across Campus Including: 
Gibbons Dining Hall, Festival Food Court 
Madison Grill, Mrs. Green's, PC Dukes 
Special Events/Catering 
Work with Fun, Friendly People! 
Convenient Work Schedule to Meet Your Needs! 
Be Eligible for a Cash Bonus at the End of the Semester! 
Earn Additional Incentives, Including: Free Meals, 
Gift Certificates & Other Merchandise! 
For More Information, Please Contact 
Patrice Paden, Human Resources Manager at 568-3103 or -3528 
On Your Mark, 
Get Set... 





Ham, Turkey or Big Duke Subs 
▼One Pound Bag of Potato Chips 
▼ SIX Gourmet Brownies ▼SIX Pack of Coca Cola 
H0\r4 TO &6T IT! 
Orders must be placed ahead of time in person or by 
phone 568-3667. Orders due by Saturday 1/27! 
ow?ep. NOW! ?AY LATCF-! 
Please have the following info when placing your order: 
NAME AND PHONE NUMBER 
CHOICE OF SUBS 
METHOD OF PAYMENT 
DESIRED PICK UP TIME ON SUNDAY, JANUARY 28 
D00P- 4 SUPS - Gibbon* Hall. 6ntran6e 4 
Mon - Fri 11 a.m. - 9 p.m. ~ Sat - Sun noon - 9 p.m. 
LUNCH 
■MMMBMMMMMMNMMM 
2ND ENTREE 1/2 PRICE 
DINNER 
:•::■:.;■::..■::■ .-.-.   .•.•.•.-.■.■.•.•..v.-.v.v.-.-... M •. 
M  A   D W S   O   N 
*  I   17L 
BUY ONE APPETIZER GET 
THE 2ND ONE FREE* 
' equal or lesser value       Promotion Ends March 31, 2001 
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Flag burning stirs up campus 
FLAG, from page 1 
junior H.P. Updike said to the 
demonstrators. 
Junior Christian McGinty 
stood on the circular rock wall on 
the commons shouting at the 
demonstrators that they needed 
to recognize what the United 
States has given them. 
The demonstrators remained 
silent and listened to the protests 
of the crowd as they attempted 
to light the flag. 
Sophomore Tim Westberg 
first attempted to light the flag 
with a lighter. The flag's bottom 
left corner briefly caught fire 
after several attempts. His hand 
shook as he held the lighter to it. 
Another student used a burning 
piece of paper to ignite the flag, 
but only the bottom fringe 
burned before going out. 
Westberg and the unidenti- 
fied student were the only two 
who attempted to set the flag 
ablaze. 
JMU Police consulted the 
Commonwealth Attorney for 
legal advice before the demon- 
stration, according to director of 
media relations Fred Hilton. 
The demonstration was not 
registered. But because the stu- 
dents were not from a particular 
organization, the university 
could not require them to regis- 
ter their demonstration. 
Hilton said the role of the uni- 
versity is as a forum where con- 
cerns and beliefs can be 
expressed whether popular or 
unpopular. The university could 
only observe and "make sure 
[the demonstration] was carried 
out responsibly," he said. 
JMU President Linwood Rose 
issued a statement: "I cer- 
tainly respect the right of 
our citizens to express their — 
opinions in accordance with 
the First Amendment to the 
United States Constitution. 
However, not only do I not 
condone the desecration of 
the American flag, I find 
the action totally abhorrent. 
I am disappointed that a 
small number of our stu- 
dents chose to express their 
dissatisfaction with ele- IS 
ments of American society 
in the manner in which they 
did." 
Sullivan said, "The uni- 
versity respected the right 
for students to burn the flag 
on campus, which is Constitu- 
tionally protected." 
Sullivan said he was not 
involved in organizing the 
demonstration nor did he partici- 
pate in any demonstration 
against the flag. 
Before heading to the com- 
mons, the demonstrators distrib- 
uted fliers stating their cause and 
reasoning behind their actions. 
"We are publicly burning an 
American flag in a symbolic 
expression of our growing frus- 
tration with the present state of 
affairs in the United States," read 
the statement on the flyer. 
Some faculty and students 
thought the demonstrators failed 




right for students 
to burn the flag 




"I wish they'd articulate their 
actual argument a little better," 
said Kenneth Wright, an assis- 
tant professor in the writing pro- 
gram. "I don't quite know why 
they're burning the flag." 
Wright said he supports the 
right to burn the flag, although 
he may not agree with the actual 
act, because it is "freedom of 
speech." 
"If they feel it's necessary to 
go to this length to make their 
symbolic statement, I support 
them in this," he said. 
Updike said, "It bothers me 
that people will come out and 
spit in the face of this country. 
The irony is so thick, you can't 
see through it." 
Westberg said, "[These are) 
things we obviously address 
in our statement but they (ver- 
bal protesters of the flag burn- 
ing) obviously didn't read our 
explanation before they start- 
ed calling us [names] so that 
obviously shows their igno- 
rance. 
"We recognize this was a neg- 
ative act, we recognize that it 
was not a perfect statement, but 
the important thing is to make 
some statement. I think this 
statement was a lot better than 
no statement at all. Starting 
another club of people who hug 
trees and call George Bush 
names is not going to do any- 
thing and we obviously got a 
big reaction." 
Many expressed their support 
of free speech and the right to 
bum the flag but said they didn't 
think this demonstration was 
appropriate. 
Sophomore Maria Wilson 
said she supports free speech but 
feels "these kids are trying too 
hard to be their parents' genera- 
tion, too hard for the sake of con- 
troversy." 
Senior David Sessa said, "I 
believe they have the right to 
burn the flag. Our freedom is 
important, there to unite us, not 
divide us. I just want people to 
be united." 
Westberg said the group of 
approximately eight to 10 
demonstrators "feel the JMU 
campus is fairly passive in terms 
of their political ideologies." 
While the group wanted to 
hold the flag burning Monday in 
response to the inauguration, 
sophomore Kendall Barbery, one 
of the demonstrators, said, "I 
think it goes far beyond [the elec- 
tion and inauguration]. It's not 
that limited in scope ... We're 
talking not just about the elec- 
tion, but about the many things 
that go on in our country and 
come down even to our JMU 
campus." 
Westberg said, "When we 
bum the flag, we're not trying to 
burn the concepts of life, liberty 
and pursuit of happiness, rather 
we're trying to show that the flag 
has not been representing those 
things by our government and 
therefore it's a symbolic repre- 
sentation of our disgust with 
that, not with the values held 
dear." 
He said the group plans to 
address its cause in the future 




RAPE, from page 1 
making concerted efforts to 
raise awareness of sexual 
assault on and off campus. 
"It's unfortunate that a rape 
occurred this past weekend, 
and even more unfortunate 
that things like this have to 
happen for this campus to raise 
awareness," he said. 
Davis said SGA plans on 
increasing support for Campus 
Assault ResponsE (CARE) by 
trying to give the sexual assault 
hotline center front-end bud- 
geting and raising awareness of 
phone numbers of support 
groups on campus that deal 
with sexual assault. 
Sophomore Amanda 
Koerth, a CARE core commit- 
tee member, said reports of 
rape should affect the entire 
campus and community. 
"Realizing that this is not 
just  a woman's issue, but 
everyone's issue, that's the first 
step toward prevention," she 
fy»aid.      :*>>'♦>'*< Y'VflYi 
Deck underway 
DECK, from page 1 
concrete in the ground used for support) ended up 
having to go 70 to 80 feet into the ground, when we 
were expecting to only have to go 20 to 30 feet" for 
adequate support. Sixty caissons, each about 6 feet 
wide, are needed to support the weight of the park- 
ing deck. 
But these delays are not uncommon during the 
work on the foundation, according to Knickrehm. As 
of now, cranes are erecting the precast parts of the 
deck, manufactured by Howard Shockey and Sons of 
Winchester. 
Knickrehm said inclement weather will not affect 
this portion of the construction, and no further delays 
are expected. 
The deck will provide about 500 parking spots. 
The allocation of the four parking levels among stu- 
dents and employees is still uncertain. 
POUCE LOG, from page 2 
Petty Larceny 
• Clothing was reportedly removed 
from a dryer in the laundry room of Din- 
gledine Hall on Jan. 19 at 6:44 p.m. 
• A movie poster was reportedly 
stolen from a display outside Door 4 of 
Gibbons Hall between Jan. 19 at 5 
p.m. and Jan. 22 at 2 p.m. 
The poster Is reportedly worth $15. 
Burglary 
• A wallet was reportedly stolen from 
an unsecured room in Wayland Hall on 
Jan. 16 between noon and 5 p.m. 
The wallet was reportedly worth $15 
and contained $10 in cash. 
Destruction of Public Property 
• A green Jeep Wagoneer was report- 
edly observed cutting "doughnuts" into 
the green area at the Potomac/Chesa- 
peake loop on Jan. 20 at 8:28 p.m. 
The vehicle's registration and JMU 
resident decal have been reportedly 
identified and charges are pending on 
the identification of the operator. 
• Unknown persons reportedly broke 
out the glass panels of the Festival bus 
stop shelter between Jan. 19 at 11 p.m. 
and Jan. 22 at 9:14 a.m. 
The damage to the glass and the 
attached bulletin board was estimated 
to be $100. 
• A soda machine in Gifford Hall was 
reportedly damaged between Jan. 19 
at 5 p.m. and Jan. 22 at 3:44 p.m. 
Number of drunk in public charges 
since Aug. 28: 46 
Number of parking tickets issued 
between Jan. 15 and Jan. 21: 888 
Theffereeze 
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ROOMMATE FOR NEXT SCHOOL YEAR 
Come to our Roommate Party 
at Stonegate Clubhouse 
Today, January 25, 4-7 pm 
• Doorprizes 
• Snacks 
• Much more! 
The Commons 




in ILI 1.11 u-unA South View   "' * ' 
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OPPORTUNITY 
Office Hours 
Mon-Fri 9 am-5:30 pm 
Satioam-4pm 
Sun Noon-4 pm 
105201 




You're Not Alone... 
A Sexual Assault Survivors Support 
group is forming now. 
Start date is Monday, January 29th from 7p.m. 
If you are interested in joining, please contact 
Teresa at hineytjC^miLedu or 568-2940. 
Sponsored by The Office of Sexual Assualt and 
Substance Abuse Prevention. 
A safe, confidential 
environment   , 
www.jmu.edu/sassault 
-H tea ,^7>  C>   C»  VV 1 s 
So you want to reach 
for the STARS?? 
The TPU Stage is here for 
YOU! 
.................. 
Come "Down Under" and reserve a 
time for you and/or your friends to 
show off your quality/quirky talents! 
The more original, the BETTER! 
See Shari in Taylor 102 or call 
x7570. 
We suggest... 
the financial services direction 
All Majors Welcome 
Hulick-Meltzer & Associates, an Agency of MassMutual*, is a premier 
insurance and financial services firm located in the Washington, D.C., area. 
We are looking for candidates interested in a career in financial sales. 
Careers in Financial Services 
*M Pre-Select Deadline for On-Campus Interviewing: 
Tuesday, Jan. 30, 2001 
Information Session: 
Wednesday, Feb. 21 
5:30-6:30 p.m. 
Taylor Hall, Room 402 
On-Campus Interviewing: 
Thursday, Feb. 22 
Check out our website at www.h-m-a.com or 
email: hljosovitz(S)finsvcs.com for additional information. 
Hulick-Meltzer & Associates 
6707 Democracy Blvd., Suite 500 
Bethesda, MD 20817 - Phone (301) 581-7200 
www.h-m-a.com m MassMutual INANCIAL   GROUP J   II     '•'. IIP   !0MPANIE 
'Maisachiisem Mutual Lift liuurance Company 
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Virginia Governor's Fellows Program 
Summer 2001 
•Goal    
The historic and prestigious Virginia Governor's Fellows Program 
offers a select group of outstanding and highly motivated individuals 
the opportunity to experience firsthand the administration of state 
government in the Commonwealth. Established in 1982, the Governor's 
Fellows Program brings exceptional students with creative ideas to 
state government, while many times attracting them to careers in 
public service. 
•Eligibility  
Applicants must be graduating seniors or enrolled as degree candidates 
in a graduate or professional school. Applicants must also be enrolled in 
a Virginia College or University (public or private) or must be a Virginia 
resident, if enrolled in an out-of-state institution. Applicants must have 
demonstrated a commitment to excellence in academics, as well as, 
leadership ability, extracurricular activities and community service. 
Selection of Fellows will be based on merit, without regard to race, sex, 
national origin, religion, age, disability or political affiliation. 
•Duration of Fellowship ' 
Fellows will be required to work full-time in Virginia State Government. 
The 2001 Governor's Fellows Program will begin Thursday, May 24, 2001 
and continue through Friday, July 20, 2001. 
•Deadline    
Applications must be postmarked by February 16, 2001. 
Interested students may pick up applications in the Office of 
the Vice President for Student Affairs, Alumnae Hall, Room 208. 
Applications are also available for printing at 
http://www.thedigitaldominion.com/fellows/fellows.cfm 
,. 
January 25, 2001 
Dear Seniors, 
The Class of 2001 is about to make history. We are about to do something no other class has ever come close to doing. Not only do 
we want the Class of 2001 begin a tradition of pledging and donating to the university in years to come but to also graduate in 2001 
having already contributed to the JMU learning and living community. Our class has promised to fund some of the best projects the 
Challenge has ever been committed to: a library reading room and a class mural. The current law library housed in the Carrier 
Library will be vacated in May when current collections will be relocated to the Massanutten Regional Library. The room will be 
renovated into a much needed study area. In addition, a 2001 mural will be created by senior class members and will be displayed in 
the Warren Campus Center  We believe these projects will embody the true JMU spirit of joining together and achieving great things. 
The excitement for this year's Senior Class Challenge is contagious! We want to continue the tradition previous classes have set 
before us. Unfortunately, there is one tradition we do not want to repeat- many class challenges go unmet. Actual class involvement 
and actual payment of pledges after graduation doesn't always happen. Each year classes challenge each other to raise an 
enormous amount of money and almost every year they fall short. On average, only about 15% of the class is involved. In addition, 
many alums don't fulfill their pledges. Therefore, good projects such as the James Madison statue seed fund, the 1-81 flower garden, 
the library reference area and many others are never funded! 
This year we want to change the challenge. 
This year, our goal is to increase class participation as well as increasing the actual dollars raised versus dollars pledged. In doing 
so, we hope to create a successful class giving campaign and promote the importance of individual giving. We want you to be a part 
of this historic moment. We are looking for volunteers to lead teams as well as be team members. Check out our web page at 
http//www |mu edu/semorchallenqe/ for more information or write us at scc@jmu.edu. 




Class of 2001 Senior Class Challenge 
Lateisha Garrett /       Justin Markell 
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In Brief 
Number of housing break-ins 
drops 
There was a drop in the number of stu- 
dent housing break-ins over winter break 
this year, according to local authorities. 
There were 12 break-ins this year com- 
pared to about 30 that occurred during last 
year s winter break. The Harrisonburq 
Holice Department and JMU police 
earned up over winter break to ensure 
tewer break-ins. Both departments 
attribute the crime drop to cooperation 
between students and police. 
During the Thanksgiving and winter 
breaks, the HPD asked JMU police to 
help survey the off-campus areas and 
make sure areas 
were kept safe. 
JMU Police 
Chief Lee Shlf- 
flett said joining 
together had an 
impact in the 
dec me. Officers regularly patrolled areas 
on foot, checked doors and kept their 
eyes open for any suspicious non-resi- 
dents. They found a few unlocked doors 
and contacted the houses' residents. 
"We were visible out there," HPD Lt. 
Benny Gregory said. 
HPD put safety notices in the Daily 
News-Record and The Breeze. Coopera- 
tion of students in following these precau- 
tions was absolutely necessary, Gregory 
said. 
Break-ins that occur are not necessarily 
caused by the negligence of the residents 
but are more crimes of opportunity, police 
said. 
Of the 12 reported break-ins, there were 
several doors that were pried open, Gre- 
gory said. 
"For spring break, remind people to 
make sure they lock their doors, store 
valuables and even take computers 
home," he said. "Or have a friend come 
check in on your place." 
— by contributing writer Leah LaVelle 
Memorial tribute set for 
deceased student 
A memorial tribute will be held next 
month for a JMU student who died over 
winter break. 
The memorial for sophomore Justin 
Cady will be held Feb. 3 in PC Ballroom at 
4:30 p.m. The tribute is being organized by 
a 13-member committee that includes 
Cady's brother and sister, junior Lyl? and 
freshman Elisabeth Cady, students at 
JMU and other friends. 
John Grace, the coordinator of the 
Catholic Campus Ministry will lead the trib- 
ute, although it is not planned to be a reli- 
gious service. 
The committee, which includes 10 stu- 
dents, has met three times to organize the 
tribute. Sue Bauer, secretary of the Uni- 
versity and College Centers who has 
helped to organize the committee, said the 
tribute is open to the JMU community. The 
committee is hopeful to find faculty mem- 
bers to speak at the tribute, Bauer said. 
Cady was 19 and lived in Winchester. 
He died Dec. 26 at the Winchester Med- 
ical Center. 
The tribute will feature family and friends 
who wish to speak about Cady's life. 
Cady's father, Lyle, plans to speak at the 
event, Bauer said. 
"He was the happiest man I ever met, I'll 
miss him a lot," said sophomore Daniel 
Neff, a close friend of Cady. 
Any students who wish to bring memo- 
rabilia should contact Bauer at x3341. 
— by contributing writer Thomas Mahoney 
Computers overtake 
booze, cigs at UCLA 
BY MATTHEW MCGUIRE 
TMS Campus 
According to UCLA's annual sur- 
vey of college freshman, students are 
smoking and drinking less, but they're 
also spending less time hitting the 
books and discussing politics. So what 
ARE they doing with all that free time? 
The study says computer use is up. 
The results, part of a 109-page study 
released Monday, Jan. 15, were com- 
piled by the Higher Education 
Research Institute at UCLA. 
Despite election-year excitement, 
college freshmen showed an all-time 
low level of interest in political affairs, 
with only 28.1 percent of college stu- 
dents interested in keeping up to date. 
The figure is lower than last year's 28.6 
percent and the survey's high in 1966 at 
60.3 percent. 
Regardless of interest, freshmen still 
affiliate themselves politically, with an 
increasing number of students identi- 
fied themselves as "liberal" or "far 
left." The number is up from 26 percent 
in 1999 to 27.7 in 2000, whereas the 
number of students identifying them- 
selves as "conservative" or "far right" 
has declined over the last four years 
and rests at 20.3 percent. 
While 20.3 percent of freshmen 
identify with "far right" politics, a larg- 
er number of freshmen (27.2 percent) 
believed that there should be laws pro- 
hibiting homosexual relationships — 
an ideology often associated with con- 
servative politics. This represents a 
decline from the 50.4 percent of stu- 
dents that agreed with the statement in 
1987. 
On the technology front, 78.5 per- 
cent answered they had used a person- 
al computer frequently in the year 
before entering college, up from 68.4 
percent last year and 27.3 percent from 
when the question first appeared on 
the survey in 1985. 
While students may be more famil- 
iar with personal computers, they did 
not get that way from computing their 
homework. This year's freshman class 
is spending less time on homework 
and studying since the study began. 
Only 36 percent of students marked 
that they hit the books for six or more 
hours a week, the lowest number since 
1987, when 47 percent made the claim. 
Perhaps it's easier to earn better 
grades with a clear head. Only 48.3 per- 
cent of freshman reported drinking 
beer frequently or occasionally during 
the past year, compared to 48.6 percent 
last year and 73.7 in 1982. Cigarette 
smoking is also on the decline, with 10 
percent of students reporting that they 
smoke, down from 10.7 percent last 
year and 15.2 percent in 1967. 
THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FORTHE MONEY! 







• Convenient to Campus 
• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units 
• Easy Access to JMU (bus 
service) 
• Reasonable Rates 
• Furnished or Unfurnished 
Units 
• Ample Parking 
• Free Water 
• Microwave 
• Washer & Dryer 
• Dishwasher 
• Individual Leases 
Public transit al 
entrance to help you 
get to campus. 
f INIVERSITV 
HRES1 
The Place to Be! 
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When you buy products made from recycled materials 
recycling keeps Moriring. To find out more, call 1-800-CAU-EDF. 
S-EFA 
j^Breeze 
Reaching Uie Junta Modlioo University " 
rmnmunity for over 73 years. 





Back & Neck Care 
Burn & Wound Care 
Flexible Hours & Scheduling 
We File Most Insurance 




755-F CANTRELL AVE. 





S Largest & Lon&st 
Beach Partyf 
Rentals • l.a/\ Kivcr Ride & 
Walerslide • Vollcvball • II my- 
Beachfront Hot too • Suites Up 
to 10 People • Full Kitehens 
1!    HM 
'-^■- 
5rteacori.com 
• Game Room • Restaurant 
• Airport Limousine Serviec 
No Cover for Sandpiper Guests! 
Y2 STAY 
Research shows that students who live at least two years 
on campus are more likely to graduate than those who live off 
campus. And we all want to graduate, right?? 
Stay here! \\ | jj__ Here is Good! 
office of resWence He 
IAMIS MAIMSOS I'NIVIKMIY 
2001-2002 JMULiving contracts weremailed to your campus address this week. 
Off campus students may pick up contracts in B101 Huffman Hall. 
Contracts are due February-16, 2001 by 5:00-PM. Turn it in early and win a prize! 
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OPEN 24 HOURS / ATM INSIDE 
533 University Blvd. • 574-3072 







Who said fiat? 
Come See 
FerYourself! 





Majors and Minors 
Call Big Brothers Big Sisters at 
433-8886 
or e-mail bigbro@rica.net 
to learn about volunteer opportunities. 





*      <*> 

















Starting® 529 www.StStravel.COIT) 
wwwmflegepaikjag 
^Lffi 
CHEAP NIGHTS AT ACME 
RENT 






expires 3/01/01 1 per student 
—   —   —   —■   —•   —   —■   —.   —   —   —   —   —   rt 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 
4 3 Jv 101 °Pen ? days a week 
Rt. 33 East (next to Wendy's/across from Pargo's) 
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Got Time? 
1 hour 
can make a BIG 
difference in the life of a child. 
Call Big Brothers Big Sisters at 
433-8886 
or e-mail bigbro@rica.net 
to learn about volunteer opportunities. 
Be a Mentor! 
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Rubber stamps of Greek letters 
Ceramic beads of Greek letters 
10% off wooden paddles and 
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single sided b w 8 1/2 x 11 copies 
JMU Copy Centers 
Main x32(>3 
'    .. Showkcr x328\, 
Cisal x8731 
MAIC 
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY® 
The Mine Action Information Center lias Ihc following job positions available: 
(.1 apliic Assistant: Designing layouts for (I lull color 120 page journal printed 
three times a year in hardeopy and online. Coordinate layouts with senior design staff and 
web designers. May be required to find supporting artwork for layouts. Scanning 
photographs and maintaining photo library is also required. Must be hardworking, 
organized and be able to work under a deadline. May he required to assist with additional 
design layouts in support of MAIC. Must be able to woik with minimum supervision and 
be reliable. Individual, must be proficient in PageMaker 6.5, AdoliePholosbop, 
Dreamweaver. I5lus a week $7.5(1-8.110 an hour. 
I (litorial Assistant/Writer: I'rovcnexperience in copy editing, journalism 
and technical writing needed. Individual must have excellent copy editing, grammar and 
punctuation skills. Individual will be copy editing prools for consistency, grammar, 
spelling, punctuation, using The AC Style Hook as reference The ability to meet 
deadlines is crucial. Must be able to work willl minimum supervision and be reliable. 
Knowledge of I'agemaker 6.5, Adolx.-I'lioloshop and Dieamweaver a plus    l5-20hrs a 
week $7.5()-$8.oo an hour. 
Please Contact Margaret Itusc ', Editor, The Journal of Mine Action, 568-2503 or 
email resume to liusciiisfojuiii.edu. 
Juniors and students available lo work through llie summer ate encouraged lo apply 
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The Closest Housing to CampUS 
Condominiums 
♦ 2 Bedroom 1 Bath 
$300 Per Person 
♦ 2 Bedroom 2 Bath 
$320 Per Person 
♦ 4 Bedroom 2 Bath 
$200 Per Person 
♦ 5 Bedroom 3 Bath Loft 





♦ 1 Bedroom Suite 
$350 Per Person 
♦ 2 Bedroom 2 Bath 
$350 Per Person 
♦ 4 Bedroom 2 Bath 
$215 Per Person 
Amenities 
♦ 10 Month Leases Available 
♦ High Speed Ethernet Service 
♦ DirecTV: Over 70 Channels 
♦ Basketball & Sand Volleyball Courts 
FlJNKHOUSER 
& ASSOCIATES 
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BREEZE 
"To the press alone, chequered 
as it is with abuses, the world is 
indebted for all the triumphs 
tvhich have been gained by 
reason and humanity over error 
■ and oppression." 
— James Madison 
Editor Gina Montefusco 
Managing editor Alison Manser 
Ads manager Christine Anderson 
Plioto director Carrie Klinker 
News editor Jen Bonds 
News editor Tom Steinfeldt 
Asst. news editor Kichard Sakshaug 
Opinion editor Sieve Glass 
Style editor Julie Sproesser 
Focus editor Amanda Capp 
Asst. style/focus editot Meghan Murphy 
Sports editor Andrew Tufts 
Asst. sports editor Travis Ciingenpeel 
Copy editor Jennifer Surface 
Asst. copy editor  ■ Kristen Petro 
Photo editor Xris Thomas 
Photo editor Cindy Tinker 
Graphics editor Ryan Pudloski 
Advisers Flip DeLuca 
Alan Neckowitz 
EDITORIAL POLICY 
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the 
editorial board as a whole, and is not 
necessarily the opinion of any individual staff 
member of the Breeze. 
EDITORIAL BOARD: 
Gina Montefusco ... editor 
Alison Manser ... managing editor 
Steve Glass ... opinion editor 
Letters to the editor should be no more than 
500 words, columns should be no more than 
800 words, and both will be published on a 
space available basis. They must be delivered to 
The breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday. 
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity 
and space. 
The opinions in this section do not necessanly 
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff, 
or J3mes Madison University. 
m$&( 
Putting the Madison in James Madison Univerisfy 
The acknowledgement of James 
Madison at this university is long 
overdue. Amidst the 250th birth- 
day of the fourth president, JMU is striv- 
ing to incorporate his likeness, his ideals 
and his accomplishments during a 
week-long celebration, Madison Week, 
which will be held March 11-19. 
Madison Week will include keynote 
speakers Supreme Court Justice 
Clarence Thomas and 2000 Green Party 
presidential candidate Ralph Nader. In 
addition, presentations will be made by 
four national scholars. 
The Madison Colloquium, sponsored 
by the College of Arts and Letters, 
should be commended for bringing such 
interesting and diverse keynote speak- 
ing to the Madison Week line-up. 
Thomas and Nader, while on oppo- 
site ends of the spectrum, are surely a 
great duo who will represent both sides 
of the political scope. 
Giving the JMU community a chance 
to hear these speakers' thoughts by 
holding the speeches for free is a service 
to those who attend. The university is 
also wisely planning to have satellite 
locations where the speeches will be 
broadcast, ensuring that students who 
wish to see the speeches will not be 
turned away. 
u 
Madison's likeness now adorns 
building signs, vehicles and 
stationery. 
» 
Additionally, efforts by JMU to cele- 
brate the birthday on a national level are 
to be commended. 
A nationwide commemorative poster 
was displayed for the first time in the 
Convocation Center, just one of many 
locales where it will be displayed. The 
poster will also be sent to legisla- 
tures, public schools, students, and 
faculty and will appear on walls 
throughout our campus. 
JMU President Linwood Rose 
unveiled the poster at the third meet- 
ing of The Madison Celebration Com- 
mittee,, a group that is chaired by U.S. 
Chief Justice William Rehnquist and 
includes other notables such as retired 
Virginia Sen. Harry Byrd and former 
Secretary of the Army and Virginia 
Congressman Jack Marsh. The commit- 
tee was established by Congress and 
the president to lead the national cele- 
bration of Madison's 250th birthday. 
For a university, which not long ago 
had few connections to Madison, JMU 
has come a long way in recent months 
Madison's likeness now adorns build- 
ing signs, vehicles and stationery. 
Among many other attempts to bring 
the fourth president's accomplish- 
ments to light, Madison Week does a 
stellar job of showcasing his prestige. 
Spotlight Question: What are you doing for the Super Bowl and who's going to win? 
CM D <J 
"The Giants have 
dominated all season 
long. Stonegate't 
clubhouse has an 
extreme TV, so I 
plan to watch it 
there. 
SPOTLIGHT BryanVaughan 
JANK ftMH WUHttophmgmflm  - Junior- CS- Psychology 
"The Redskins, 
dammit, and 
■which ever one of 
my friend's house 
has the most beer." 
"This bitter 
Redskin's fan will 
pull for the 
Giants and Til be 






"I'm gonna watch 
it at my house. 
Whoever ha* the 
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BREEZE READER'S VIEW RUSTYCARLOCK 
Reflections on this past weekend's inauguration 
At the inauguration this past Saturday, 
I saw a group of anarchists known as the 
Black Bloc take down the flags that adorn 
the Navy Memorial in front of the Nation- 
al Archives on Pennsylvania Avenue. In 
place of the Navy flags, the group ran up a 
black flag, a red and black flag, and an 
upside down American flag. Many pro- 
testers in the crowd cheered as the anar- 
chy flags were raised while others were 
distraught and derided the anarchists who 
showed such a lack of respect for the sym- 
bols of our country's structure. 
Soon after the flag raising, a group of 
police officers in riot gear stormed the 
crowd and surrounded the platform upon 
which the flagpole rested. The anarchists, 
still on the platform, did a stage dive over 
the police officers into the arms of the 
crowd. The police officers, in an attempt 
to disperse the crowd, began to push peo- 
ple back with nightsticks. The group 
effort of the police was warranted and 
included only minimal violent force. 
From my vantage point above the melee 
however, I witnessed one police officer 
spray members of the crowd with pepper 
spray indiscriminately. He sprayed 
peaceful protesters who had nothing to 
do with the flag raising. 
Later in the day, I stood next to a 
group of men who claimed to be Bush 
supporters. I listened as they lamented the 
presence of 20,000 protesters at the inau- 
guration. I tried to contain my anger as 
they began to label the protesters with 
racist, sexist, homophobic and classist 
stereotypes. At one point, a protester with 
a sign that said "Bush Hates Gays" 
walked by and one of the men yelled, 
"That's exactly why I support him." No 
matter what your political or religious 
convictions may be, hate is something that 
should never be tolerated. 
These disturbing images festered in my 
mind long after I left Washington. I want- 
ed to make sense of them. 1 wanted to dis- 
till them into some sort of conclusion. The 
conclusion I came to was that despite all 
the progress our country has made over 
the centuries, we still live in a divided 
nation. We still have a ways to go before 
our United States are truly permeated by a 
sense of unity. 
I sympathized with the protesters at 
the inauguration who recognize that 
America still has a long way to go before it 
truly represents the ideals upon which it 
was founded. I sympathized with the 
police officers who performed a very diffi- 
cult and necessary job. I also sympathized 
with the Bush supporters who believe that 
Bush's values and presidency will lead to 
a better country that is compassionate to 
all its citizens. 
I did not however, support the anar- 
chists who attacked not the current state 
of the nation, but the foundation of the 
nation. Though there are many areas in 
current U.S. foreign and domestic policy 
with which 1 disagree, I believe that the 
democratic ideals upon which this nation 
is founded are good, strong and provide a 
constant goal for which we should strive. I 
felt ashamed when I saw one of the pro- 
testers around the flagpole spit into the 
face of a police officer. 
I did not support the actions of the 
police officer who sprayed those protest- 
ers who had done nothing with pepper 
spray. Authority of the state is necessary 
to protect the rights of the members of a 
democracy. Abuse of authority by the 
state however, is a very dangerous prob- 
lem that undermines the idea of democra- 
cy. It angered me when I saw the police 
officer grab a protester who had his back 
turned, turn him around, then spray him 
with pepper spray directly in the eyes. I 
had watched the entire scene unfold and 
the protester had done nothing to deserve 
violent treatment. 
I did not support the ignorance and 
bigotry of the men whose speech I over- 
heard while standing at Pennsylvania 
Avenue. Though the First Amendment 
protects the rights of such people to 
express their views, no matter how dis- 
turbing, I believe that such bigotry is a 
problem of ignorance that must be solved 
through education. Their speech about 
race, gender and class represented hatred 
towards vast groups of people. Such 
hatred leads to misunderstanding, fear 
and violence on a grand scale. 
While 1 was witnessing all this, a few 
blocks down at the Capitol President 
Bush was giving a speech that focused on 
the unity of the nation and the prejudices 
and differences in opportunity that 
undermine that unity. He said, "Our 
unity, our union, is the serious work of 
leaders and citizens in every generation. 
And this is my solemn pledge: I will 
work to build a single nation of justice 
and opportunity." 
I didn't support Bush during the elec- 
tion and I still disagree with many of his 
policies. I truly hope however, that despite 
the differences that characterize the dis- 
putes in American politics and those in 
American streets, Bush will stay true to his 
word, seek unity and find a common 
ground where all Americans, no matter 
what their socioeconomic background or 
political affiliation is, will benefit. This 
task will be difficult in the current climate 
of American politics, but it is an important 
goal for everyone to strive for. 
The hate I saw in some members of 
both protesters and Bush-supporters is 
reprehensible, and to the benefit of 
none. As citizens, it is our responsibility 
to seek unity in our nation. To do so, we 
must characterize our relationships 
with those who differ from us (ideologi- 
cally or otherwise) not with hate, but 
with understanding. 
Rusty Carlock is a senior English major. 
Darts 
and Pats 
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and 
printed on a space-available basis. Submissions 
are based upon one person '$ opinion of a given 
situation, person or event and do not necessarily 
reflect the truth. 
Dart... 
A big fat "you're-not-quite-as-clever-as-you-think- 
because-maybe-the-effects-of-anorexia-are-finally- 
affecting-your-brains" dart to certain sorority members 
who think their ridiculously childish, thieving antics are 
sneaky. 
Sent in by a furious neighbor who would like her bra 
back. 
Pat... 
An "I-never-got-to-say-thank-you" pat to all of the 
TDU Coffee Bar/Concessions employees for being the 
most enthusiastic and most reliable staff on campus. 
From your recently graduated student manager in 
NYC who genuinely appreciates all of your hard work 
this past semester and resents the fact that he must now 
wait in long lines for a $5 cup of coffee served by some- 
one who obviously hates life. 
Dart... 
A "could-you-be-any-more-stupid?" dart to the drunk 
yelling, "Hey security guard, come arrest me, I'm 19 
and drunk!" outside the Commons Apartments Friday 
night. 
Sent in by a much smarter junior who would never 
yell to anyone "arrest me " let alone tell them what to 
arrest me for. 
Pat... 
A "thanks-for-the-awesome-time-last-semester" pat to 
the amazing girl who gave me something to look for- 
ward to and was always there when I needed her. 
Sent in by your lonely "friend of the captain," who 
wishes you knew how much your friendship means to 
him. 
Dart... 
A "get-some-class" dart to the jerk who drove by me 
on Port Republic Road and exposed himself. 
Sent in by a sophomore who was not only disgusted, 




E-mail darts and pats to breezedp@holmail.com 
A "thanks-for-letting-me-row-the-boat-of-discovery- 
alongside-you" pat to students in my two GWRTT class- 
es who inspired me by their willingness to put "radical 
thoughts" and "radical elements" into their essays. 
From an adjunct professor who wants to thank you 
for making him happy. 
A "you-could-have-at-least-told-me" dart to my 
boyfriend for clogging my roommate's toilet and leav- 
ing it for her to fix when she returned. 
From a girl who didn 't appreciate spending two 
hours trying to unclog and Drano your mess and will be 
sure to send you the plumbing bill, along with a copy of 
this Breeze. 
Pat... 
A "you-made-JMU-proud" pat to the Marching Royal 
Dukes for marching in the inaugural parade on Satur- 
day. 
Sent in by one of your biggest fans in D-hall who cer- 
tainly thinks you are Virginia's Finest. 
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CET IT NOW AT PLAN 9! 
COLDPLAY 
MM P A R A C T E S MM 
Alternative Press (12/00, 
p.94) - 4 out of 5 - 
"...Shimmering guitars haunt 
tormented tunes, dark gravel 
growls vie with Thorn Yorke-y 
high notes....songs dawdle out 
of either a gentle whisper of 




OTHER STUFF ON SALE: 
Shaggy, David Gray, Beatles, Outkast, Dido, Snoop Dog, 
Moby, Xzibit, Radiohead, Jill Scott, Linkin Park and more... 
TRY BEFORE YOU BUYON A PLAN 91ISTENING STATION! 
In Kroger Shopping Center 
1790-96 E. Market Street 




^e're looking for 
Students like VOU 
*to wear the 
purple cxr\d white 
Striped shirts! 




OP A applications will be available Monday, January 22nd in Wilson 215 
and at information sessions. The application deadline is Friday, 
February 9,h.   Questions?   Go to www.jmu.edu/orientation or 
contact Debbie Brawn (568-8044 or browndl© jmu.edu). 
Information sessions- 
Thursday. January 2!?'' 
6 00-6 45pm - Dingledine TV lounge 
7l5-800prn - College Center Private Dining Room 
OF THE 
EARTH 
Save 25-50% on all of our new and 
gently-worn SWEATERS and JACKETS! 
Today through January 3lst!H 
163 South Main Street 432-1594 for Hours and Information 
Tapestries   •    Drums 
Tfieasant (Run 
Brand New Townhomes 
■ '""■"■i 
...fa 
Phone:801-0660    Office Hours: Mon-Sat 10am-5pm 
From JMU or Port Rd: Get onto S. Main St. heading 
towards Sheetz. Turn left onto Rocco Ave., across 
from Hartman Dodge (If you pass Sheetz, you have 
gone 1 block too far). On Rocco Ave., turn right onto 
Pheasant Run Circle. The model and office is the first 
townhome on the left. <*"% 
Now Selling and Leasing 
OPINION 
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BREEZE READER'S VIFW CORINNE LAIRD 
It's the women's turn; now for what they want from men 
I'd like to take a moment to stand up 
against those hackneyed e-mail forwards, 
top 10 lists and (ahem) Breeze articles that 
have tongue-in-cheek mocked women and 
their misunderstanding of men. As a 
woman, I can thoroughly appreciate and 
even have a good chuckle at Jeffrey Crete's 
thoughts on male/female relationships in 
the Jan. 22 issue of The Breeze. I even enjoy 
going to the bathroom while partying at 
the dorm of some of my guy friends, just so 
I can read their cynical list of "Things men 
wish women understood" that's taped to 
"uncaring, worthless jerks." Believe me, 
when you forget, we lose a lot of stock in 
your relationship integrity. 
There is no need for you to flirt in social 
situations and there is no excuse for it. You 
can be socially inclined and fun at a party 
without being flirtatious, and if you're hav- 
ing consistent trouble conveying that 
you're having a good time without doing 
so, congratulations! You're single. 
We promise not to brag to our friends 
about having you in a position of submis- 
siveness as soon as you stop bragging to 
your friends about our private life as the back of the door. (Speaking of which, 
I'm the one who puts the seat back up.) But    though it's a play-off and you've just 
c'mon guys, if you're going to slander us    the Orgasm Cup. Cause chances are, 
and in the process of being witty, somehow     haven't anyway, 
still manage to make yourselves look men- 
tally deficient, I think we deserve a chance 
to refute. 
First of all, we expect you to remember 
anniversaries. If we can do it, you can, and 
if you refuse to even try, we will label you 
won 
you 
And the toilet seat issue: If you're going 
to have the house-training issues of a 
puppy, we'll treat you like one. If you can't 
figure out how to maneuver the seat, 
please realize that the radius of a toilet with 
the seat up is not that much bigger than 
one with the seat down. Try harder. 
We believe that you read the articles 
in Maxim and the like, we really do. It's 
when we see them lying on the floor 
next to your toilet or strewn under your 
bed in a crumpled sticky mess that we 
get agitated with your reading habits. 
We still love you though. 
We don't scoff at your unruly attire. 
We've all rolled out of bed five minutes 
before our 8 a.m. classes in a state of terri- 
ble physical disarray, and some of us even 
find the flannel-pant-look sexy. We're still 
holding firm on the feet issue. As a rule, 
guys don't have pretty feet. Oh yeah, and 
there's no excuses for untrimmed nails 
either. Sorry. 
As intriguing as a Sunday of football, 
belching and scratching sounds, we'd 
rather spend it with our girl friends. Even if 
you bought us low-fat Doritos and let us 
talk during your preciously captivating 
games, we'd rather piddle away the day 
receiving a lobotomy with a very dull 
spoon. 
You speak like such sexists assuming 
that girls don't enjoy engaging in the male- 
proclaimed sports of inebriation, intimacy 
with the toilet seat, verbatim recitation of 
favorite movies and video games. We 
employ the same dedication, concentration 
and passion as you do. This is something 
we can do together, for some good old- 
fashioned quality time. 
Give us a break on the sweating 
issue. It is utterly disgusting to see 
anyone adorned in clothes saturated 
in one's own excrement. And, I don't 
know who was being referred to in the 
article under present speculation, but 
if you are a male who develops body 
odor from one single workout session, 
chances are we don't want to date you 
anyway. Invest in some Degree. 
see WOMEN, page 18 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Student speaks for unborn babies 
To the Editor. 
When I picked up The Breeze Monday morning, my 
heart stopped when I saw a photo of protestors stand- 
ing near a banner that said, "Abortion: Well do it our- 
selves!!" I read on to learn that a group of JMU students 
went to D.C. on Saturday to protest Bush's views on 
certain issues. Among other issues protested, these stu- 
dents claim to be against capital punishment. They will 
fight to save the lives of criminals and threaten to kill 
their own children in the very same breath. What I can't 
deal with is how hypocritical and ignorant these people 
are when they claim to be fighting for what is "right" 
When people argue against capital punishment, they 
have millions of people who respect human life behind 
them saying, "Yes! Do the right thing! Save my life!" 
When they fight for women's rights, they have half the 
world's population behind them saying, "Yes! Thank 
you for preserving my right to have promiscuous sex 
and being able to kill the child if I accidentally get preg- 
nant!" Nobody likes to think of it this way. People 
would rather claim they are fighting for "the rights as 
women." It sounds less brutal I suppose. 
This is why it is difficult for someone who is pro-life 
to fight for what they think is right. Nobody can hear 
the voices of the millions of aborted babies saying, "Yes! 
Fight for my life! Give us the chance to live!" The only 
voices we hear are those of the unpopular, conservative, 
"holy" people who attempt to speak on God's behalf. 
Or on the behalf of the children who are never given the 
chance to live, speak play, laugh or love. 
People are too busy worrying about their own 
lives and worrying about being denied the right to 
abort their children. I know it is a woman's body, and 
she should be able to choose what to do with it. How- 
ever, abortion isn't only about a woman's body, it is 
also about the body of her child. I don't know why 
abortion isn't considered murder. We are not allowed 
to terminate the lives of other human beings, so why 
can we take the life of an unborn child, and claim we 
are doing the right thing simply because we have 
preserved women's rights? A life is a life, and no 
human being has the right to take it away from 
another. 
The next time you talk to your mother, thank her. 
She was given the same right certain people are fight- 
ing for now. And had she chosen to kill you because 
you were a potential burden in her life, nobody could 
have stopped her or spoken on your behalf. 
I believe the voices of the unborn children need to 
be heard. I will believe this in my heart forever. I 
hope that the rest of this country and this world will 
realize this is not an issue to be ignored. I just could- 
n't let this opportunity to stand up and defend their 
lives pass by. 
Krista Keyes 
sophomore, SMAD 
HOJO purchase stings parents 
of some graduates 
To the Editor. 
This is my fifth year at JMU, and honestly, I couldn't 
have picked a better university. I have no regrets about 
my choice of college, and I've enjoyed almost every 
minute I've spent here. 
However, a recurring theme that I've heard over and 
over during my time here is the relationship between 
JMU and the almighty dollar. It seems like many stu- 
dents feel that our university's top priority is turning a 
profit, and the needs of the students come second. I 
ignored all this hype because I never experienced it 
firsthand. Sure, I got shafted when I had to pay for a 
parking deck that I would never see. And I thought that 
Rose's significant raise was a little suspect Issues such 
as these are always creeping into the JMU spotlight, but 
I never really felt true disappointment with my school 
until now. 
My father called me two days ago and told me that 
in the mail he received a check from the Howard John- 
son Inn, where he had three rooms booked for gradua- 
tion weekend. Apparently, since the owner died and 
JMU bought the property, my parents, sister, and 
grandmother were left to find other accommodations 
for my graduation. Now anyone who knows what I'm 
talking about understands that these kinds of plans 
must be made a year in advance. 
Luckily for us, my parents had also booked two 
rooms at the Days Inn, "just in case." So, to make a long 
story short, things worked out fine for us. But what 
about everyone else? How many other families had 
booked rooms at the Howard Johnsons for their child's 
graduation? Where do they plan on staying? 
I understand that JMU was not the only player in 
this deal. And maybe there were other circum- 
stances that I am not aware of. However, surely the 
university saw this coming long before it was pub- 
lished in The Breeze last week. Couldn't they have 
given more advanced warning? Couldn't they have 
worked out a deal where Hojo would stay open 
until after graduation? 
Since the building used to house freshman students, 
couldn't JMU provide some kind of lodging for parents 
who had already made reservations? 
My parents have a place to stay, so maybe I should- 
n't be as bitter as 1 am But I have to wonder what JMU 
was thinking when they went through with this. Were 
they even the least bit concerned with the graduating 
students and their families? Somehow, I don't think so. 
John Soules 
senior, English 
JMU to hold Relay for Life 
To the Editor 
I am writing this letter on behalf of a group of caring, 
dedicated students that is organizing an event called 
Relay for Life. In 1985, Dr. Gordy Klatt ran and walked 
for 24 hours around a track in Tacoma, Wash, to raise 
money for the fight against cancer. Since then the Amer- 
ican Cancer Society (ACS) has made Relay For Life its 
nationwide signature activity. It is an overnight event 
that involves teams of eight to 15 people walking or 
running around a track for about 12 hours, as weU as 
participating in many other fun activities throughout 
the night. Prior to the event, team captains help their 
teammates try to raise at least $1,000 for the ACS. In an 
effort to help Harrisonburg reach its Relay goals, JMU is 
hosting its own Relay For Life for the first time this year. 
When I first heard about the event last November, I 
instantly knew that I wanted to be a part of the commit- 
tee that is planning it. One month before I heard about 
the event, my grandmother passed away from cancer, 
and I wanted to honor her and all those who have suf- 
fered, or continue to suffer, from cancer. My grand- 
mother's death was not my first encounter with the 
deadly disease. I know two family friends who have 
battled breast cancer, and one of my friends has cancer 
in her spine. Eleven years ago my grandfather, a chron- 
ic smoker, died of lung cancer. After my Pop-pop's 
death, I vowed never to even try a cigarette, and I have 
kept that promise to this day. 
Because I cherish my time on earth and am able- 
bodied, I want to partake in Relay for Life in honor of 
all victims of cancer. They did not choose to suffer from 
the disease. 
I am inviting anyone who is interested in being a 
team captain for the event to attend a team captain's 
meeting on Monday,-Jan 29 at 5:30 p.m. in Taylor Hall 
room 404. Coming to the meeting does not commit any 
attendees to be captains, but I am sure that you will 
want to be part of the event after you hear more about 
it. Whether you have recovered from cancer yourself, 
know of others who have suffered from the disease, or 
simply value life, you have an excellent reason to partic- 
ipate in Relay for Life. Please come to the meeting and 
learn more about JMU's first ever Relay for Life. 
) uliannc Arnold 
senior, social sciences 
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BREEZE READER'S VIEW JEFFREY SOPLOP 
Creation versus evolution: Was anything proven? 
I went to the debate on Monday night 
between creation and evolution, with 
speakers Dr. Duane T. Gish and Dr. Vin- 
cent M. Sarich, and I was very disap- 
pointed. Both speakers seemed fairly 
confused about what exactly it was thev 
were trying to prove and meandered 
about aimlessly in their talks. One subject 
that both attempted to touch on was that 
of faith and the purpose that it serves. I 
was frustrated with this aspect of the 
debate not only because these men are 
scientists and not philosophers, but also 
because neither seemed to grasp the real 
concept of faith. They both embodied the 
faults prevalent in the modern perception 
of definitive beliefs, and failed to recon- 
cile these deficiencies. 
There appear to be two "sides" present 
and the proper path looks like its some- 
thing down the middle. The contrast 
forms on what 1 call blind belief versus 
blind doubt. Blind belief is not meant to 
mean blind faith because I see no evidence 
of faith in it, or at least in the end result. 
Blind belief does not mean simply declar- 
ing the truth but instead sets itself up as a 
dictatorship that will not be questioned. It 
seems to begin as an unwavering confi- 
dence in God and yet proceeds to become 
only a trust in self. Blind belief will even- 
tually proclaim, if not in words then in 
action and attitude, that the holder pos- 
sesses complete truth; something belong- 
ing only to God. While truth may be pos- 
sible about the most important of things, it 
is not about all things. I cannot embrace 
the idea of human infallibility and there- 
fore permit the illusion of following God. 
The other dominant perspective, which 
1 call blind doubt, is not concerned direct- 
ly with admitting error because it does not 
really care. For here no real search for 
truth exists but only what some might call 
a search for self, and errors have little or 
no importance. Whereas in blind belief the 
trust was placed in self, in blind doubt self 
is the object of pursuit. Therefore satisfac- 
tion lies in the confinement of small circles 
of mis-logic and principles are drawn 
from family, friends and common societal 
thought. Since no true standard is set, no 
idea of justice can ever be broken except 
our own idea, and everyone is right in 
their own mind. So in the same way as I 
cannot establish human infallibility, I also 
will not run in circles on a vain pursuit 
and deny all truth. 
The evolutionist speaker, Sarich, 
touched on the statistic that 90 percent of 
the American public believes that God cre- 
ated, although this is split over how he 
did it. The danger in both blind belief and 
blind doubt is that real faith is lost and 
people end up caring more about what 
they say about God, than actually know- 
ing God at all. To avoid such a dead end it 
is first necessary to stand back from our 
own lives, which are bombarded by the 
opinions of others. This detachment 
allows us to build and the first step must 
be to lay the foundation, to declare that we 
know what we know, so to speak. In 
doing so blind doubt must submit and 
real faith is established. 
Drawing again from the statistic that 
most of America believes in God, I would 
very much like to know how many people 
ever go further than that? I do not mean 
going to church, but instead asking the 
question of who God actually is, and hav- 
ing a decent answer. I would venture to 
guess that most people have no answer at 
all to this question, and very few could 
give one they have thought much about. 
There is no point in going on to further 
issues such as right or wrong or even love 
for anyone unless they have addressed 
this first. The foundation lies right here in 
finding our real faith, because without this 
there is no standard. 
I would like to talk more about what a 
good foundation may look like, but since 
that may overstep my bounds I will say 
only this, the foundation never falls. This 
is not the part of you that you are willing 
to change, ever! To do so is to show that it 
was never really there. Once the founda- 
tion is laid the blind belief must submit 
because it is faith we are searching for, 
and to continue building and searching, 
errors must be acknowledged when they 
occur. So, once well founded, let us pro- 
ceed with reason and humility. We should 
not look to the evasive fogs of others' 
opinions but instead to our firm founda- 
tion and therefore seeing truth through it 
alone, so that we will not fall. Because we 
all know what happened to the house not 
built upon the rock. 
Jeffrey Soplop is a senior ISAT major. 
ODE TO JOE KRISTY WOOLLUM 
Westport Village: sad state of 
affairs for innocent residents 
All respect I ever had for Har- 
risonburg just got thrown out the 
window. I am about to complete a 
four-year education here and will 
leave with nothing but resentment 
for this city. 
I am a resident of Westport 
Village. Anyone who has kept 
up with current events will 
know the sad story of this apart- 
ment complex. 
Westport Village is located 
across from Dairy Queen on Port 
Republic Road and has been 
involved in unlawful matters. The 
owners, Tony and Patty Blasioli, 
had five people sign leases for 
some of their apartments, which 
are meant to hold only four peo- 
ple, as set by city zoning laws. 
They love their residents and had 
no ill intentions. They did, howev- 
er, make a poor business decision. 
The city forced the Blasiolis to 
comply with the rule and refused 
to change the rule or grant an 
extension so the residents could 
stay. Therefore, the Blasiolis had to 
evict one person from each resi- 
dency that had five. 
It seems that everyone has the 
bulk of the facts, but is missing the 
point that the city of Harrisonburg 
is evicting seniors three months 
shy of their graduation. 
First and foremost, we, the resi- 
dents of Westport Village had no 
idea any of this was occurring. We 
had no idea this was a violation of 
the law, no idea that the Blasiolis 
got reprimanded months ago, and 
no idea this was even a real issue 
until we returned from winter 
break. Would it really be that diffi- 
cult to grant the eight apartments 
with five residents permission to 
stay until graduation? 
We are being thrown out on the 
streets and separated from our 
friends while we are spending our 
last times in college with them as it 
is. What lease runs from February 
to May? How will we find a place 
to live? 
I find it absolutely cruel and 
uncompassionate on the part of the 
city that they would not allow us 
to stay when it was in no way our 
fault. What good is it serving the 
city to kick us out? 
Imagine having to choose the 
one person that has to leave out of 
your best friends. Imagine joining 
a group of random roommates as 
you finish your college career. 
Does any of this sound fair? Is it 
necessary? Absolutely not. 
The residents of Westport Vil- 
lage are caught in the middle of a 
battle between the Blasiolis and 
the city. We had no idea what 
was going on and are being pun- 
ished unfairly. 
All we asked for was an exten- 
sion until May 7 so that we could 
graduate, not have to move, and 
then, not to be bitter, but get the 
heck out of this town. 
Supposedly it is too late to 
change the decision of the zoning 
board. And isn't that too bad. 
There was a little bit of a chance 
for Harrisonburg to save face and 
maybe convince us that they aren't 
cold townies who think of jMU 
students as just another problem. 
I hope that the people who are 
doing this to us realize that we 
are people and getting booted 
out of house and home is not 
humane treatment. 
We are not dumb kids who 
signed a lease not knowing what 
we were getting into. How were 
we to know what our landlords 
had done? We trusted our land- 
lords to be professionals and to tell 
us the truth. Is that wrong? 
It is a sad statement for this 
community that they would kick 
students out with three months 
left. I will never regret the time I 
have spent here and I will miss this 
university immensely. I have felt 
like a resident of Harrisonburg for 
these past years. 
I chose to live in Harrisonburg 
throughout the years of my high- 
er learning and regret that I have 
to leave with such a bad taste in 
my mouth. 





WOMEN, from page 17 
And finally, the facial 
hair issue. Some of us have 
our gripes, and some of us 
do not. I personally enjoy 
the rugged look that comes 
with a little stubble, but 
this does not apply to all 
women. In case you 
haven't noticed, when kiss- 
ing, facial hair will produce 
the same effect on a 
woman's skin as will slid- 
ing across a carpet on her. 
face. I think you can do 
better to be sympathetic of 
this. In return, we will try 
our hardest to regard the 
hair on your face as a testa- 
ment to your manhood and 
an extension of your per- 
sonality ... at your request. 
I am not a feminist. I am 
not even a man-hater, 
though I've had those 
days. I thoroughly appreci- 
ate the power of testos- 
terone and how well it 
complements the magic 
that is estrogen. I enjoyed 
the article "Speaking Out 
About What Guys Want." 
Though I do not intend to 
speak for all women, I 
want to be heard on their 
behalf. I hope all you men 
can receive this with the 
same good humor you so 
verily dish out in your 
satire on women. 
Corrinc Laird is a sophomore 
English major. 
Send a Dart, 
Send a Pat! 
E-mail darts & pats to breezedp@hotmail.com 
L The stars come out at night 
The 58th annual Golden Globes 
named the year's best on the big 
screen and the television screen. 
See story page 23 
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"The more ridiculous the character the 
more they end up losing out in the end." 
AMANDA MCRAVEN 
SHENANDOAH SHAKESPEARE EXPRESS 
See story below 
sylum 
New Image artist explores expressions 
of the institutionalized in new exhibit 
AUDREY V/OOD/seniorphotographer 
Using items found around her home, professional artist Rebecca Silber- 
man attempts to recreate the works Madam Scott Archer compiled dur- 
ing her stay in a mental asylum. 
BY DANIELLE POTUTO 
contributing writer 
This week's exhibit at the New Image 
Gallery in Zirkle House revives both the 
life of a desperate, confined individual and 
an art form which has been obsolete for 
nearly 100 years. 
Professional artist Rebecca Silberman's 
exhibit, "Listening for Lazarus," recreates the 
work of Madam Scott Archer, a woman who 
lived during mid-19th century who spent a 
period of time at the Springfield Mental Asy- 
lum in Surrey, England. 
Archer found her means of expression 
using pinhole cameras and the tintype process. 
Silberman explains the tintype process as 
"loading a pinhole camera with a black plate" 
which after exposing produces a "direct nega- 
tive that gives the illusion of a positive." 
Deeply rooted in an interest for outsider art, 
artwork made by the mentally challenged or 
those who are institutionalized, Silberman said 
she used this process to photograph a series of 
scenes that mirror Archer's images of "a mad 
round world, horrifically proportioned and 
dreadfully malformed. A place which has no 
beginning and no end." 
In trying to recreate these themes and 
works, Silberman used an old flour canister 
to photograph several scenes on the grounds 
outside of her home, an old abandoned ele- 
mentary school, which gives the photographs 
the institutionalized look in which Archer 
was surrounded. 
"I tried to keep things out of my photos that 
looked 20th century in order to give the pieces 
an authentic look," Silberman said. 
In her piece entitled "Rest," Silberman cre- 
ated what looks like a close-up, distorted per- 
son laying on the ground, but is actually her 
"grandmother's plaster cast and an old dug up 
pipe," she said. 
see ARTIST, page 26 
Gold rush on the square 
Shenandoah Shakespeare Express to bring 
scams, satire to Court Square Theater 
BY JEN SURFACE 
senior writer 
The Shenandoah Shake- 
speare Express (SSE) will 
attempt to strike gold in its 
production of "The 
Alchemist" today at Court 
Square Theater. 
Alchemy, the process of 
turning metal into gold, is 
the scheme of three scam 
artists, Face, Dol Common 
and Subtle, in this Ben Jon- 
son comedy. This satire on 
greed pokes fun at several 
types of people who are 
found both in society today 
and when the play was 
written in 1610. 
The play takes place in a 
single room where the three 
imposters base their opera- 
tion and negotiate with 
gullible customers. As busi- 
ness visits become more fre- 
quent and the scoundrels' 
lies entangle, the scene 
becomes more frenzied. 
"That room becomes a 
pressure cooker as the rela- 
tionships get more com- 
plex," said David Loar, who 
plays the part of Subtle. He 
describes the situational 
humor as "classic farce" as 
the play's fast pace exposes 





at Court Square Theatei 
Tonight, 5:30 & 9 p.m. 
Call (877) MUCH 
ADO for info/tickets 
Amanda McRaven, who 
plays the part of Dol Com- 
mon, cited several represen- 
tative types of people like the 
"hard core Puritan" and the 
"rich, fussy guy" who are 
mocked in "The Alchemist." 
"The more ridiculous 
the character, the more they 
end up losing out in the 
end," McRaven said. 
Although Jonson wrote 
around the same time as 
Shakespeare, their styles are 
not similar, McRaven said, 
"[jonson's play] is not like 
Shakespeare," she said. "The 
language is not so poetic. 
Jonson has much more of a 
prose style. There's more 
focus on the situation, not 
the language." 
Some of the scientific lan- 
guage pertaining to alchemy 
is more complicated to fol- 
low, Loar said. "It's almost 
as if a contemporary play- 
wright wrote a play about a 
very talented, very knowl- 
edgeable auto mechanic," he 
see THEATER, page 23 
Beating out big 
names like Jim Car- 
rey, John Cusack, 
Robert De Niro and 
Mel Gibson, ER for- 
mer George Clooney 
took home Best 
Actor in a Come- 
dy/Musical at the 
58th annual Golden 
Globe Awards that 
aired on Sunday. 
Clooney won for his 
portrayl of Ulysses 
Everett McGill, a 
smooth-talking 
1930s criminal, in 
the Coen brother's 
misadventure, "0 
Brother, Where Art 
Thou?" 
Check out the Gold- 
en Globes recap on 
page 23. 
Photo Courtesy o/TMS CAMPUS 
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PHOTOS BY CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHE 
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during "The Great 
Debate." Because 
he won the coin 
toss, he spoke first. 
Both speakers 
spoke for an hour 
and then the oppos- 
ing side was given 
15 minutes for 
rebuttal. 
T he 1,300 seats of Wilson 
Hall's auditori- 
um were filled 
well before 7 p.m., 
and more people 
poured in to stand 
wherever they could 
to hear two renowned 
scholars battle about the 
origin of the earth. 
The atmosphere was that 
of excitement and anticipa- 
tion. Chemistry professors 
talked animatedly about how the 
second law of thermodynamics 
was not proof for creation. Critical 
thinking teachers wondered how 
the debators would word their 
arguments in a constructive way. 
There was friendly chatter and 
comments about the debate at a 
low roar over the jazz music play- 
ing in the background. 
Highly diverse is the best way 
to describe the audience. There 
were families with small children, 
local residents, students, student 
religious organizations, members 
of the Mennonite community and 
professors from different courses 
of study. In all, approximately 
1,500 people attended the debate. 
Senior Jason DiCarlo, a biology 
and chemistry major, said he was 
curious about the debate because, 
"The creationist [theory! seems to 
be based on faith. I'm interested to 
see how that's going to be argued 
in a logical format." 
Dave Sessa, UPB's director of 
issues and cultural awareness, 
said advertising had been exten- 
sive. "These kind of debates are 
really popular," Sessa said. "They 
take place all over, and there 
were some people here in the 
community who really wanted to 
do it, they came to us with the 
idea and we liked it so we did it." 
The men to battle that night 
were Vincent Sarich of the 
University of California - 
Berkley, and Duane Gish of the 
Institute for Creation Research. 
Both are highly decorated in the 
intellectual world, have numerous 
publications and have debated 
each other many times. 
Format guided the event. Each 
speaker had 60 minutes to present 
his side, then 15 minutes to rebut. 
Next, the speakers had, five min- 
utes to make final comments. At 
the end there was a question and 
answer period. Boxes were provid- 
ed to vote for who the audience 
thought won the debate. Out of all 
the attendants, 315 voted for ere 
ation and 126 opted for evolution. 
Only about one-third of those who 
attended voted. Results will be 
posted at www.upb.org. 
Although the topic was 
intense, the entire tone was 
friendly. Each speaker made jokes 
to keep things light. The audience 
was very interested and respect- 
ful of both sides presented. 
Sarich won the coin toss and 
spoke first. Sarich reminded 
the audience, "I'm speaking 
for myself, and Dr. Gish is speak- 
ing for himself... so we don't 
want to be seen as speaking for 
evolutionists in general or cre- 
ationists in general." Sarich was 
arguing for evolution. 
He started off by defining 
exactly what he was debating. He 
reasoned that most people had 
already decided if they were in 
favor of evolution or creationism, 
"If you're an evolutionist, then I'd 
already be telling you what you 
already know," he said. "If you are 
a creationist you know I'm wrong 
... So why I'm here is to some 
extent is to attack creationism, or at 
least Dr. Gish's version there of." 
He showed the audience how 
functions of the human arm relate to 
primate behavior. He also quoted 
from some of Gish's published 
works. Gish has published in such 
publications as the journal of 
American Chemical Society and journal 
of Medicinal Qiemistry, among others, 
and Sarich refuted those as possible 
explanations for creation. 
"We really deep down know 
that the issue is not about the evo- 
lution of our bodies ... deep down, 
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nows, but those 
are a bit more 
guments behind 
olution 
we know, we know, that the argu- 
ment is about our souls," Sarich 
said. "The real argument here is 
whether or not our souls evolved." 
In addition, Sarich said that 
because people are morally and 
physiologically not attracted to 
people they were raised with, to 
say we come from incestuous back- 
grounds wouldn't make sense. 
Assuming that Gish would talk 
about the fossil record, Sarich said 
"most evidence for evolution comes 
not from the fossil record, but from 
studies of the living forms." 
Gish started out by poking 
fun at his opponent when 
he said, "I think this is 
about the 14th time 1 debated Dr. 
Sarich and I never know what he's 
going to say." 
His tone got more serious, how- 
ever, as he described how he 
would attack evolution through 
scientific evidence. His two main 
reasons were lack of transitional 
fossils and the second law of ther- 
modynamics. Both speakers kept 
scientific jargon to a minimum and 
used language the audience could 
understand. 
After Gish explained his evi- 
dence he ended his speech by say- 
ing, "Evolution can not be true and 
it has not taken place on this plan- 
et. There's no question about it... 
In the beginning God created the 
heavens and the earth." There was 
a short intermission and the debate 
started again with rebuttals. 
Both speakers agreed on one 
point. The creationist view, 
they said, should be encour- 
aged and debated in schools 
though they had different reasons 
for this. Sarich said science had 
nothing to lose by having these 
debates. He felt fully confident of 
recent findings and didn't appre- 
ciate fellow scientists not up for 
the verbal challenge. 
Gish reasoned that evolutionist 
ideas are no more religious than 
those of the creationists. He said it 
was basically a religion of another 
kind of science. He said if a yet-to- 
be proven scientific religion could 
Duane T. Gish, the vice-president of the Institute for Creation Research, spoke on 
behalf of creation during the debate. He has participated In more than 300 debates. 
be taught in schools as truth, then 
creationism should also be taught. 
Toward the end of the evening 
both speakers seemed more 
adamant about their points. The 
debate ended with them shaking 
hands. 
The question and answer ses- 
sion at the end was shorter than 
expected and there was only time 
for two questions. One person 
asked about the functions of the 
body parts that aren't used now, 
such as the tailbone. Gish 
answered, "Can you think of any 
better way to end the spinal cord?" 
As the evening drew to a 
close people trickled out of 
Wilson auditorium. The light 
jazz music had come back on. 
Lines of people waited to talk to 
both speakers. People comment- 
ed to each other on the speakers 
and their thoughts about the 
issue as they made their way 
home, each making their own 
conclusions about which answer 
was right, though without any 
concrete answer to solve the 
mystery of "The Great Debate." 
Freshman Valerie Feldman pauses to talk 
to speaker Vincent M. Sarich for a few 
moments following the debate. 
Duane T. Gish 
Gish received his 
Ph.D. in biochemistry 
from the University of 
California - Berkeley, 
in 1953. He has 
worked with several 
renowned research- 
ers, including Nobel 
Prize winner Vincent 
du Vigneaud. 
In 1971, he decid- 
ed to devote his full- 
time efforts to cre- 
ation science and 
origins and helped 
found the Institute for 
Creation Research. 
Gish has participat- 
ed in over 300 formal 
debates against evo- 
lutionists. 
Vincent M. Sarich 
Bom in Chicago in 
1934, Sarich worked 
at Stanford Univer- 
sity from 1967 to 
1981 as a professor 
before he moved to 
University of 
California - Berkeley. 
He is most noted 
as being the founder 
of "molecular clock," 
an anthropological 
dating technique. 
Presently, he is 
Professor Emeritus 
of Anthropology at 
UC - Berkeley. 
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'Gladiator' takes top drama; 
' Almost Famous' definite win 
BY SCOTT KING 
staff writer 
"Double Take" stars Orlando Jones who plays, 
Daryl Chase, an upscale New York businessman 
who gets framed in an embezzlement scam involv- 
ing drug dealers, the NYPD, the FBI and even the 
CIA chasing after him. 
To escape the fiasco he hitches a train to Mexico and 
steals another man's passport to change his identity. 
Freddy Tiffany, played by Eddie Griffin, is the 
street hustler with whom Chase switches identities. 
It is way too late by the time Chase realizes that 
Tiffany is more than a simple street hustler and is in 
fact involved in the whole fiasco. In the end, it is up 
to the two of them to make an attempt to clear their 
names by flushing out the true bad guys. 
Every key scene in the movie is revealed by one 
character explaining to another something along the 
lines of, "I'm actually an FBI agent" or "I really 
don't work for the CIA." 
It is clear why the movie is called, "Double 
Take." The film is a complete mess. There are too 
many twists and turns that the story seems forced. 
A mix of double crosses, triple crosses, mistaken 
identities and lies, the movie's comedic moments 
are essential but few and far between. "Double 
Take" is as a mix of "Saturday Night Live"-type 
skits linked with weak plot elements. 
Everything between is lame, but the skits them- 





SHENANDOAH, from page 19 
said. "Not a lot of people today know too much 
about cars." 
Ralph Cohen, executive director of SSE and 
JMU English professor, said he has wanted to 
direct "The Alchemist" for 30 years. "[The play] is 
very funny and tightly plotted ... It's carefully 
built," Cohen said. 
With themes like greed and hypocrisy, Cohen 
contends that "The Alchemist" has value for mod- 
ern audiences. "It reminds us that we're not the 
first people to think these thoughts," Cohen said. 
"It's great to make contact with great minds from 
400 years ago ... and realizing that people long 
dead can stay alive through these [plays]." 
Cohen, who has been with SSE since 1988 said 
"The Alchemist" was chosen as part of this year's 
"2001: The Odyssey Tour" in accordance with the 
opening of The Blackfriars Playhouse in Staunton 
this fall. The new theater will be a recreation of 
Shakespeare's indoor theater. The original theater 
is referred to by name in "The Alchemist." 
The Odyssey Tour also includes Shakespeare's 
"Hamlet," "A Midsummer Night's Dream," and 
Tom Stoppard's "Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 
are Dead." SSE returns to Court Square Theater 
{'-   Fefe 6 to perform "A Midsummer Night's Dream.'' 
,'1'*' '■**fr£'tf6urV Cv*in perform today aV5!30p.m. and 
BY ANTHONY MARCHEGIANO 
senior writer 
The 58th annual Golden Globes 
awarded Sunday failed to bring out a 
front-runner in this year's crop of 
Oscar contenders as the Hollywood 
Foreign Press awarded four different 
films two globes apiece. 
"Gladiator" won two awards, most 
importantly the night's top prize for 
best film (drama), along with the Best 
Score award. Ridley Scott's block- 
buster beat out the two films from 
Steven Soderbergh, 'Traffic" and "Erin 
Brockovich," along with "Billy Elliot," 
"Wonder Boys" and "Sunshine." 
Soderbergh lost twice in the best 
director category, possibly canceling 
out himself with both "Traffic" and 
"Erin Brockovich" on the same bal- 
lot. However, Ang Lee was the lucky 
director as "Crouching Tiger, Hid- 
den Dragon" earned him the trophy. 
Lee's martial arts fairy tale also gar- 
nered the globe for best foreign lan- 
guage film. 
"Traffic" did earn two prizes. 
Writer Stephen Gaghan collected the 
best screenplay award. While accept- 
ing, Gaghan dedicated his award to 
the sober people he met while 
researching the film. Benicio Del Toro, 
of previous "Usual Suspects" fame, 
won the best supporting actor award 
for his portrayal of a corrupt Mexican 
drug official. 
Julia Roberts ("Erin Brockovich") 
and Tom Hanks ("Cast Away") both 
topped all actors in their respective 
dramatic acting categories. This 
should lead to Oscar nominations for 
the two stars. 
With this 
win, it is 
looking 
more 
Photo Courtesy »/TMS CAMPUS 
Winning Best Supporting Actor for his role on "Ally McBeal," Robert 
Downy Jr., left, with co-star Calista Flockhart, added comic relief at Sun- 






Best Motion Picture... 
Drama: "Gladiator1 
Comedy/Musical: "Almost Famous" 
Best Actor... 
Drama: Tom Hanks In "Cast Away" 
Comedy/Musical: George Clooney in 
"0 BroOwr, Whert Art Thou?" 
Best Actress... 
Drama: Julia Roberts in "Erin 
Brockovich 
Comady/Miukal: Renee Zellweger in 
"Nurat Batty" 
Best Supporting Actor... 
Benicio Del Toro in "Traffic" 
Best Supporting Actress... 
Kate Hudson in "Almost Famous' 
Best Screenplay... „Traff|c„ 
Best Director... 
Ang Lee in "Crouching Tigor, 
n--» c-««»     ' • HWdan Dragon" 
and more likely that Roberts will 
take home her elusive first Acade- 
my Award. 
Cameron Crowe's critically 
acclaimed "Almost Famous" took 
home the gold for best film (come- 
dy/musical). Kate Hudson, daugh- 
ter of Goldie Hawn, won the globe 
for best supporting actress. 
One of the night's 
funnier moments came 
when   Renee   Zell- 
weger ("Nurse Betty") 
was in the bathroom 
when she won best 
actress award (come- 
dy/musical). While 
presenter Hugh Grant 
commented, "Renee's 
drunk somewhere," 
she managed to haul ass to the 
stage in time to accept her first 
ever Golden Globe. 
George Clooney ("O 
Brother, Where Art Thou?") 
was able to beat out Holly- 
wood's finest of Mel Gibson, 
Jim  Carrey, Robert De Niro 
and John Cusack for the best 
acting   (comedy/musical) 
prize. "I think when you list 
the names of the people in 
my category ... you gotta fig- 
ure I'm  gonna win this," 
Clooney sarcastically 
remarked    in    his 
acceptance speech. 
Bob Dylan received 
his award for best song, "Things 
Have Changed" which came from 
"Wonder Boys." The legendary musi- 
cian had the shortest acceptance 
speech of all the winners on the night 
with a mere 30 seconds. 
On the television side of things, 
NBC's "The West Wing" and HBO's 
"Sex in the City" dominated the 
drama and comedy awards with 
two apiece. 
The political drama garnered the 
best series (drama). While Mr. Presi- 
dent on the show, Martin Sheen took 
home the globe for best actor (drama). 
The steamy "Sex in the City" won 
its second consecutive Golden Globe 
for best series (comedy), while "Sex"" 
star Sarah Jessica Parker also picked 
up her second consecutive prize for 
best actress (comedy). 
In a humorous moment, newly 
paroled Robert Downey Jr. ("Ally 
McBeal") took home the award for 
best supporting actor. The troubled 
actor, who returns to court this 
month for drug charges, thanked cre- 
ator David E. Kelley, "who said it 
was like having a new toy to write 
for me and I will do my best not to 
get sent back to the factory," the 
comical actor cracked. 
Kevin Spacey did a fine job with 
his presentation to Al Pacino of the 
Cecille B. DeMille career achievement 
award. He went over the great actor's 
credits with clips from   some of the 
greatest films of our time ("The God- 
+. A SteAd.'Pg.0.^1.'0!?.. father Trilogy/^ ,l^ci1I,i,S:S'r-''§£e.n}$ a 
when he picked up     Woman"and 'Heat ). 
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6Crouching Tiger': Chinese 
cinema conquers creativity 
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BY BRIAN SHOWALTER 
staff writer 
Ang Lee's "Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon" is 
[pure cinema. The film lives and breathes. It is a care- 
Ifully crafted motion picture featuring choreographed 
I drama and martial arts. However, it is not a film of the 
Itypical martial arts genre. 
The martial arts film is to Asia as the Western 
Ifilm is to America. Normally, these film genres 
[involve shared characteristics. They include good 
[versus evil, heroes who live by a code or rules, male 
[dominance and inconsequential emotions. "Crouch- 
[ing Tiger" pummels the two latter characteristics 
/ith a flying kick. 
In Lee's vision of China, women and men can 
jractice Wuxia. The Wuxia warrior masters his or her 
/eapon of choice, maintains a genuine heart and is 
ree in spirit. Wuxian fighters perform feats in a mat- 
[ter of nanoseconds, fly from rooftop to rooftop and 
[right wrongs. 
Li Mu Bai (Chow Yun Fat) and Yu Shu Lien 
[(Michelle Yeoh) are skilled martial artists who have 
[repressed their romantic feelings for one another. 
Mu Bai shows he is ready to retire as a sword fighter 
and lead a new life by giving his sword, the Green 
iDestiny, to a long-time friend, Sir Te. Shu Lien 
meets Jen (Zhang Ziyi). Jen tells Shu Lien that 
instead of making the safer, socially acceptable deci- 
sion of marriage, she wishes to be a martial artist. 
The Green Destiny is stolen. What happens after 
this, I'll leave to your imagination. 
The tone of "Crouching Tiger" is at ease. It is medi- 
tative, steady and deliberate. Mu Bai speaks of medi- 
tating in the opening scene. He describes a feeling 
which is absent of time and space. This sets up the tone 
for the remainder of the film. It is what art feels like. 
"Crouching Tiger" displays the most engaging 
martial arts choreography ever captured on film. The 
fight scenes take place on the ground and in the air. 
The fights are like dances and are not so much about 
hurting each other as they are about revealing the 
characters' emotions. In this way, the fight scenes serve 
the same purpose as the non-fighting drama scenes 
and vice versa. 
The most visually stunning fight takes place in a 
100-foot bamboo tree. One shot during this scene 
shows an entire frame of green with Mu Bai flying 
after Jen through the trees. This scene combines the 
beauty of nature with beauty of physical and emotion- 
al movement. 
Lee mixes landscape shots of natural environments 
in China throughout the film. These images coincide 
with the drama and martial arts. They help in setting 
the tone and hinting to the viewers that the drama is as 
inherent as nature. 
Lee's style of directing is effective in that these 
images, fight scenes and drama can easily be taken for 
granted by the viewer. This is because the film flows 
freely, almost effortlessly. It is parallel to the ability of 
the Wuxian to fly, to flow. 
The success of Lee's film is to be measured by 
variables other than monies and awards. It does not 
play to a specific audience and it does not sacrifice 
itself for the sake of making more money. The success 
of this film lies in the fact that audiences in China, 
Canada, the United States and countless other coun- 
tries worldwide embrace Hidden Dragon as a 
remarkable piece of cinema. 
P.S. Numerous similarities exist between "Crouch- 
ing Tiger, Hidden Dragon" and "Star Wars." 
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BY SARAH JONES 
I senior writer 
"AntiTrust" plays into the 
[ dreams of recent college grads try- 
ing to make their mark in the 
world. More specifically it's geared 
toward all the hot shot computer 
j science grads trying to be the first 
■ to write the perfect code to a highly 
[ advertised program. 
Milo (Ryan Phillippe, "Cruel 
I Intentions") is a computer genius 
who is lured out of his plans of 
{Starting a computer company 
with some friends in a garage by 
big shot computer god Gary Win- 
ston (Tim Robbins). Winston is 
the CEO of NURV, a telecommu- 
nications company, who is 
focused only on making the 
release date of his newest project 
of a global satellite system. 
With many not-so-subtle allu- 
sions to Bill Gates and Microsoft, 
"AntiTrust" depicts what one 
man would do to be at the top of 
the industry and what a naive 
grad would do to stop him. Win- 
ston's house adds to some of the 
impressive set compositions 
with uncanny similarity to 
Gates' own mansion. 
Milo receives all the perks of 
being a highly sought computer 
scientists, including a new Mer- 
cedes SUV and a salary large 
enough to live in a house and 
support his girlfriend Alice 
(Claire Florlani). The job seems 
perfect until Milo discovers the 
inside secrets to Winston's 
company. 
Although sometimes unreal- 
istic, this computer thriller 
moves at a steady pace and 
doesn't drag the story out too 
much. The casting of Phillippe 
ends up working quite well; 
along with Robbins the two do a 
decent job of selling the audi- 
ence on their respective roles. 
This, accompanied with occa- 
sional special effects, keeps the 
movie interesting. 
With the technology age and so 
many young computer engineers, 
like Milo, this movie repeatedly 
eludes to the threat that young 
computer experts present. These 
sub-story lines stick to the basic 
moral issues of life and the newly 
introduced moral situations that 
technology has presented. 
"AntiTrust" incorporates not 
only the theme of small guy ver- 
sus big guy, but the idea of sup- 
plying free technology access for 
everyone, known throughout the 
film as "open-source." It also is 
filled with product placements, 
especially for Sun Microsystem's 
Java and Iomega. There are also 
many other obvious plugs for 
non-technology products. 
Overall this movie is a film that 
doesn't evoke a clear "I love it" or 
"I hate it" reaction from the audi- 
ence. It is a decent film to see when 
you are looking for something to 
do and computer junkies may 
especially enjoy it. 
JJ'Tfl* 
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Artist recreates 
unique imagery 
ARTIST, from page 19 
Silberman said she chose the 
exhibit name, "Listening for 
Lazarus," because it was the 
name of the first photograph 
Archer took with her camera in 
the institution. Silberman, howev- 
er, also recognizes the significance 
of the name. 
"In the story of Lazarus in the 
Bible, before Lazarus is raised 
from the dead his sisters panic 
and go crazy," Silberman said. 
"This is a metaphor for women's 
craziness, especially at a time 
when women still believed in 
magic and witchcraft, and partly 
why I chose it for the name of 
my work." 
Aside from her interest in out- 
sider art, Silberman admits her 
inspiration for the exhibit stems 
partly from an interest in recreat- 
ing the history of photography. 
"I was interested in creating a 
work by a woman in early pho- 
tography because there weren't 
many known women photogra- 
phers at that time," she said. "My 
theory is that there were plenty of 
women doing it, but their hus- 
bands took most of the credit," 
she added. 
Silberman often likes to com- 
pare art to Maslow's Hierarchy of 
needs. She said she believes that 
"art is something people do at the 
top of Maslow's Hierarchy, after 
everything else is taken care of" 
and that "we only see the tip of 
the iceberg, the elitist art." 
Silberman also said she is into 
art being much more democratic. 
"I don't thinks art comes from 
luxury, I think it comes from peo- 
ple in stressed situations and 
that's what my character had 
done, and what I wanted to recre- 
ate," Silberman said. 
So far, Silberman's recreation 
has been met with much approval. 
"Her idea was very creative," 
said sophomore art major Lori 
Groom. "The aged rustic effect 
with the pinhole camera works 
well in presenting the idea of an 
asylum." 
"Listening for Lazarus" is cur- 
rently on display in Zirkle House 
through Feb. 16. Gallery hours are 
noon to 5 p.m. Monday through- 
Thursday and noon to 4 p.m., Fri- 
day through Saturday. 
'Last Dance' 
still waltzing 




BY ANTHONY MARCHEGIANO 
senior writer 
The box office returned to its 
usual stagnant January state, as 
there were no big changes in the 
top five as new releases arrived 
with no major success. 
For the second straight week- 
end teenagers showed their 
dominance at theaters as "Save 
the Last Dance" topped the box 
office. The MTV/Paramount 
production raked in $11.3 mil- 
lion over the weekend as it 
averaged an impressive $6,302 
from 2,539 sites. The teen melo- 
drama which stars Julia Stiles 
has made a surprising $46.9 
million in just 10 days. 
Tom Hanks held strong in sec- 
ond with "Cast Away" as it 
earned $11.3 million which added 
to its continuing success bringing 
its total to a remarkable $182.1 
million so far. 
With the buzz continuing to 
soar around "Traffic," the nar- 
cotics saga earned a modest $8.2 
million. It garnered two awards at 
the Golden Globes last weekend, 
so it should do rather well this 
upcoming weekend. 
Mr. Madonna's (Guy Ritchie) 
second picture, "Snatch," had a 
decent opening this weekend. 
The British crime film, which 
stars Brad Pitt and Benicio Del 
Toro made $7.6 million over the 
weekend averaging a good 
$5,263 per screen. The Sony 
release has already grossed $32 
million in the United Kingdom 
and Australia, which is a nice 
start considering its budget was a 
mere $10 million. 
"The Pledge," Jack Nichol- 
son's first film in three years, 
opened with a disappointing 
$5.75 million. The Sean Penn- 
directed film, about a cop on 
the verge of retirement, 
received mixed reviews from 
critics and averaged $4,510 per 
theater. 
Only one film, "The Wedding 
Planner," will open this Super 
Bowl weekend. The romantic 
comedy stars Jennifer Lopez as the 
planner who falls for one of her 
clients (Matthew McConaughey). 












Wed like to take 
this opportunity to 
urty you to look at 
a different ad. 
find the out of place, disturbing or just plain weird ad in todays classified section and 
you'll get a big student discount every Wednesday and Friday at Massanutten Resort. 
Of course, if youd rather just get right to Oie skiing snowboarding and snow tubing 
(or if you have something better to do. like take care of Uiat laundry that's 
been piling up since fall break), call 289 4934 and we'll give you the discount anyway. 
But try to check out the classifieds, too. Our writer could really use the ego boost. 
MASSANUTTEN 
Virginia's Four Season Mountain Resort 
Call 289 49S4 • www.massresort.com 
P.O. Box 1227 HarrisonburgVA 22801 
ADVANTAGE REALTY 
[Time is running out! 
4 and 5 bedroom 








theodvantoge@rica. net 434-1173 
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SUPER JOS COMICS BY UNIVERSITY INFORMATION 
...m join Super Joe Info as he scours the 
the campus for Captain Confusion... 
Yes. tixr then s nothing you can 
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OUTDOOR WEAR AND EQUIPMENT 
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Nomination pockets for the 
2001 Leadership Celebration 
Awards are now available! 
All nominations are due by February 9; ^.e^eU^vify Ce/t&icrtv*** 2001 
Pick up a packet in the Student Organization Services Office, Taylor 205A or 
Visit our website at http://www.jmu.edu/ucenter/sos/ 
For more information, please contact Katie Morrow at 568-6613 or e-mail us at SOS-Clubs@jmu.edu 
ART you INTO XT? 
A volunteer program for kids who care. 
Help your child to do something fun and 
important while helping the community. 
Encourage them to volunteer or volunteer 
with your child. For more information 
on how you can get your kid into it, 
giveusacallat1-800-77-Y0UTH. 
4 H is o program of the 
Cooperative Fwteniion Sy*tem 
I Breeze 
' Krarhlnc Utt Jantes Madison University 




• Tarol Cards ■ Psychic Palm 
and Angel Readings 
MONICA will help you find a higher 
level of fulfillment at conquering 
your dreams and desires in love. 
She will enter your Aura and 
Lnergy of vibrations through the 
spiritual realm of LS.P. She can 
bring forward your soul-mate, 
enhance your career and brighten 
your health. MONICA holds the key 
to overcome all obstacles & condi 
tions that mav be part of your life. 
For Appt. Call 
(540) 442-1250 
27SO S.MaiH St H'buri 
U: 
i- Super Bowl Mania 
The Ravens and Giants are 
in: lord help us all. 
Page 33 
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"I was the laughing stock of 
the whole team." 
LAUREN BURAWSKI 
junior track runner 
see story below 
Dukes flip at West Point 
BY CHRIS BAST 
contributing writer 
The West Point Open, held 
over the weekend in West Point, 
N.Y., featured eight of the top 
gymnastics teams in the country 
and some of the best men's gym- 
nasts the Dukes will come up 
against all year. It was against 
this tough competition that the 
Dukes finished ninth out of 11 
teams, according to a men's gym- 
nastics press release. 
"We improved ... from last 
week so I'd say we're definitely 
improving," freshman Jason 
Woodnick said. "We can go up a 
lot by the end of the year." 
JMU's team score at West 
Point was 176.4, up from the 
172.75 they recorded at the 
Navy Open last week. Though 
the increase doesn't seem like 
much, every tenth of a point can 
add up to a gymnastics team's 
success or failure. Each team 
member's score is added togeth- 
er to get the team score. In 
events in which tenths of points 
separate first from last place, 
any point gain this early in the 
season is something the Dukes 
are very proud of. 
"We had a really good perfor- 
mance team-wise," junior Nick 
Blanton said. "It really brought 
us together more. We were more 
consistent this time." 
Blanton said the concern that 
this may be the program's last 
year is a motivating factor for the 
team. "It made us more confi- 
dent," he said. "It's pumping up 
a lot of the guys." 
Woodnick also thought the 
meet was a success. "Overall we 
did a lot better," he said. "Our 
coaches were definitely pleased." 
He had the best day for the 
Dukes, finishing with the top all- 
around score for JMU at 48.25 
and also finishing as the high 
team scorer in four of the six 
events. "I had a great meet," he 
said. "I made the vault and ring 
finals." 
While Woodnick produced 
his best results on the vault and 
rings, the high bar was his weak- 
est. He finished with a 7.0, his 
lowest score on the day, but 
good enough for second place on 
the team. 
"As a team we have very 
weak high bar," Woodnick said. 
"I didn't help any." 
Blanton was JMU's other top 
performer. He qualified for the 
finals in the floor exercise, some- 
thing he said he was very proud 
to do against competition that 
included the defending national 
champion. Blanton said his meet 
and his performance in the floor 
exercise helped to get a good com- 
petition under his belt and gain 
experience for the meets to come. 
While the high bar may have 
been the weakest event for the 
Dukes, Woodnick said the team 
most needs to work on their 
endurance. The team is always 
full of energy and has a reputa- 
tion of being loud at meets. How- 
ever, everyone runs low during 
the end of a meet, Woodnick said. 
Exhaustion sets in from the day's 
competition and the team strug- 
gles through their later events. 
The team's high points over 
the weekend were the floor exer- 
cise and the parallel bars. The 
Dukes will try to build on those 
successes when they visit Temple 
University on Sunday. "The out- 
look looks real good for us," 
Woodnick said. "We should defi- 
nitely have a good year." 
Blanton echoed his team- 
DEN A G H tETWconlributing photographer 
Freshman Jason Woodnick 
mate's sentiments. "[This meet] 
really got the ball rolling for us," 
he said. "This week I've seen 
some of the best training. Each 
time we go out we're more confi- 
dent and hopefully be ready to 
go come conference time." 
JMU runs rampant at Tech 
BY KATHLEEN REUSCHLE 
staff writer 
Last weekend's Track and 
Field Kroger Invitational at Vir- 
ginia Tech turned out to be a nice 
meet to not only run fast, but to 
qualify for the IC4A and ECAC 
championships. JMU runners 
seem to enjoy qualifying as soon 
as possible and getting it out of 
the way. The men's distance 
medley relay team of seniors 
Jason Long, Eric Post, and Ben 
Cooke, and sophomore David 
Lewis qualified for IC4As, blow- 
ing away the whole field to win 
the race. The women's distance 
medley relay team of seniors 
Suzie Hutchins, Keisha Banks, 
and Sarah Burkett, and junior 
MEGHAN MONTGOMERY/senior photographer 
Freshmen Lynsie Battle and Tiffany Hall, and sophomore Emily 
Faircloth warm up during a practice session. 
Maria Thomas placed second in 
the race and qualified for ECACs. 
The women's 4x800-meter 
relay team also set the indoor 
school record by four seconds in 
8 minutes, 56 seconds, and quali- 
fied for ECACs. On the relay was 
Banks, Burkett, and juniors Wani- 
tra Thomas and Alisha Lewis. 
The men's 4x400-meter team 
of Lewis, sophomore Eric Brax- 
ton, freshman Chris Willis and 
junior Marques Hamilton placed 
sixth and are looking to provide 
fierce competition this weekend 
at Penn State. 
Senior Bridget Quenzer fin- 
ished the 3,000-meter in 9:51, and 
senior Heather Hanscom and 
junior Michelle Smith finished 
the mile in 5:00 and 5:01 respec- 
tively, with all of them meeting 
the qualifying time for ECACs. 
We had a lot of people quali- 
fy, which is really exciting," 
Huthcins said. "All our training 
is really paying off." 
Junior Lauren Burawski ran 
the 5,000-meter for the first time 
indoors last weekend and wasn't 
too happy when she discovered 
that she had run an extra lap. The 
5,000 is 25 laps indoors, so it is 
easy to see how one could lose 
track. "No one seemed to be sure 
about her time, so we just told her 
she got the school record in the 
5,200," Hutchins laughed. 
Burawski said, "The last mile I 
was really tired, and I just 
stopped keeping track, and I 
remember coach yelling I had 
1,000 to go, and later I thought 
the guy at the line said I had a lap 
to go, so I kept going. Coach 
yelled to me 'You're done' when I 
was coming around, but he 
always yells that to let us know to 
kick it in. So I did. I finished third 
anyway, so that was pretty cool." 
"It was pretty funny," 
Burawski said. "I was the laugh- 
ing stock of the whole team." She 
will run the 3K this weekend at 
the Penn State Invitational and 
hopes to qualify for ECACs. 
Distance events planned for 
the men this weekend at Penn 
State are the 5K, 3K, mile and 
relays. 
THIS WEEK IN 
TMU SPORTS 
[FRIDAY. IAN, lb. 
- Women's basketball wel- 
comes UNC-Wilmington to 
the Convo @ 7 p.m. 
- Women's gymnastics 
travels to Rutgers for a 7 
p.m. meet. 
- Track and field heads to 
the Penn State National 
Open. 
- Wrestling hosts Camp- 
bell @ 7 p.m. in Sinclair 
Gymnasium. 
SATWAY, [AN- 27: 
Corrections: The Breeze would like to make the following corrections to the Jan. 22 article "Pitt edges JMU in gymnastics:" The final score was Pitt 190 to 
JMU 187.775; freshman Nicole DiFilippo's name was misspelled; sophomore Carri Elder was misidentified as freshman Nicole DiFilippo; senior Ally Betar 
was misidentified as freshman Erin Fitzgerald: and lite Dukes will host William & Mary on Feb. 2. 
- Men's basketball takes 
on Morgan State @ 7 p.m. 
in the Convo. 
- Fencing heads to Johns 
Hopkins @ 10 a.m. 
- Women's swimming and 
diving hosts Richmond @ 
1 p.m. 
- Track and field continues 
the Penn State National 
Open. 
- Wrestling welcomes N.C. 
State to Sinclair Gymnasi- 
um @ 7 p.m. 
SUNDAY. IAN ?ft 
- Women's basketball 
plays at William & Mary 
@ 2 p.m. 
- Fencing goes to Rutgers for 
a multi-team meet @ 10 a.m. 
- Men's and women's 
gymnastics travel to Tem- 
ple for a noon meet. 
- Men's and women's 
swimming and diving wel- 
comes George Washington 
to Savage @ 1 p.m. 
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WALK • CAMPUS 
10 MINUTE WALK ON MAIN ST, TO CAMPUS 
3, 4, & 5 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
• ETHERNET • $235/BEDROOM 
Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for further information.   8:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m.     434-3509 
no m\m 
'     IPPECIED 3Y 
WATER POIIUT IOII 
H'l LIKE 70 BEL YOU "HAT 
YO'J PS iiAD2 OF. 
Out bodies are 70)1 »»t«r.   3o, ahen joa pollute t 
body of liter, JOI MJ tTtotmll/ pollutt jour own 
bodj. Stop the ojclt of niter pollutloa. 
to fln4 oat hoi, call 1-80O-5O4-8484- 
SEPA ttsssr 
\*e 
■ Reodilnj Uie Jama Madbon Unirersilj" 
coiiHiHiraiy for ortr 75 ran. 
Candie's Spa 
THE   LOOK 
Professional 




Corner of University Blvd 
and Reservoir St 
(Walking Distance from SunChase, y~^- 
Stone Gate and CISAT dorms)    k_X_-J 
Get Ready for 
SPRING BREAK! 
Month of Tanning $35 
or 
Buy 11 Tanning Visits 
for $27 and get 
A more FREE 
Full Body Massage $30 
Highlights $35 
Haircut $8 with coupon 









TURN OF THE CENTURY SUPER BOWL SHOWDOWN 
RflVENS vs GIANTS 
Bring your family and friends to join us for a Super Bowl 
to remember. As the AFC A NFC do battle 
you can choose from a variety of "Super Sunday" specials: 
* 1) A LARGE 1 TOPPING PIZZA 
** 2) 2 DINNERS OF YOUR CHOICE 
** 
** 
3) BUY ANY LARGE PIZZA @ REGULAR 
PRICE A GET 2ND PIZZA FOR 
4) ENTIRE GAME: BUFFALO 





We offer 3 tv's to watch the game and also have a "Super Room" 
that has a 52" wide screen tv for you and all of your family and 
friends to enjoy the entire game. Please join us for the game. 
You can call now to reserve the "Super Room." 
'note: Special offered for carry-out or delivery only. 






FOOD LION SHOPPING CENTER 
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Dukes return from Northwestern 
BY MEREDITH CHAPMAN 
contributing writer 
After claiming four state 
championships in five years the 
women's fencing team is looking 
to defend the title again. The 
ten-member team went 3-7 in the 
ten-team competition in 
Evanston, III. with many great 
individual efforts. 
While the record may not 
indicate a very strong showing, 
the team overcame many chal- 
lenges with sick and injured 
team members. Forced to forfeit 
three bouts per dual and without 
a full epee squad, they remained 
tough in a competition among 
many of the top schools. 
"The dual meets are usually 
very difficult for us, but we man- 
aged to do just as well as expect- 
ed," junior captain Allison 
Schwartz said. 
Fencing competitions are 
divided into three squads: foil, 
epee and sabre. The three squads 
are similar but all have different 
rules of play. The foil squad con- 
sists of the lightest of the three 
weapons and is the first point of 
thrusts. Thrusting weapons are 
used to hit the opponent with the 
very tip of the weapon, with the 
intent to stab the opponent in the 
The fencers head to Johns Hopkins 
torso or back area. In this match, 
the fencer must wear a leme, a 
metallic vest. 
Led by freshman Jenny Red- 
more, who finished 15-7, the foil 
squad did very well. Also con- 
tributing to the teams' effort were 
junior Devon Allen and sopho- 
more Maegan Clark, who both 
finished 12-9. Freshman Allison 
Larkin went 10-7. 
"The foil squad had a very bal- 
FI1E PHOTO 
this weekend to compete against Haverford, Drew and the host team. 
anced effort and everyone came tally and physically, Campbell 
out with a winning record," coach said. Conlin was the top finisher 
Paul Campbell said. "I was very   for the second time this season 
pleased with the entire squad." 
The epee squad, the second 
point of thrusts, uses the heaviest 
fencing weapons. In order to 
score in this match, the fencer 
must use a tip to score in the tar- 
get area, which is the entire body. 
Junior Elizabeth Conlin per- 
formed extremely well both men- 
with a record of 17-10. 
"I am really happy with how 
the team did on a whole, we real- 
ly pulled together at this competi- 
tion," Conlin said. "Individually 
this is my third year and it is ful- 
filling to me to see all the hard 
work is paying off." 
Finally, the sabre squad's object 
is to either poke or slash the 
opponent with the edge or the tip. 
The target area is above the waist 
and the leme must be worn. 
The sabre squad's top per- 
former was Schwartz, who went 
24-4 this weekend, battling some 
very tough competition. 
Schwartz is only the second per- 
son in JMU history to make it to 
the NCAA tournament. Last year 
she was named to the All-Ameri- 
can team, the top 12 performers 
in each squad. 
The team looks forward to its 
next competition, which will be 
held on Saturday at John Hop- 
kins University in Baltimore, Md. 
They hope to finish out the sea- 
son with yet another state cham- 
pionship title, which the Dukes 
have claimed four out of the last 
five years. From there, Campbell 
said he hopes to see the team 
place among the top three in the 
conference, something its has 
done the past two years. 
"It would be great to also have 
some girls advance to the NCAA 
regionals," Campbell said. 
"Schwartz also has a very good 
chance of qualifying for the 
NCAA tournament, if she contin- 
ues the way she has been playing 
so far." 
STUCK BEHIND THE TALL GUY 
Quoth the Raven 
ANDREW TUFTS 
Please, no more 
Tuesday, Jan. 23, Media Day. 
This is a chance for thousands of foot- 
ball-crazed media personnel to badger the 
Super Bowl participants for an hour and 
ask any intelligent and ridiculous ques- 
tions they have. Some questions were 
comically driven, like when Fox corre- 
spondent Jay Mohr asked Giants defensive 
end Michael Strahan if running back Tiki 
Barber was wearing his leopard-skin 
thong. Others were adorable, like the 
young reporter from Nickelodeon who 
asked Ravens coach Brian Billick if he 
knew the five NFL teams named after 
birds and if he had a game face. 
But Media Day is not always fun and 
games, and the interviews aren't always 
as light-hearted as that between ESPN's 
Stuart Scott and Giants' linebacker Jesse 
Armstead: Scott gave Armstead the 
"Bling, Bling" award for wearing the most 
diamonds. Some of the interviews have a 
direct, critical purpose, and are solely 
intended to break down the will of the 
star athletes. These were the interviews 
that Ravens' linebacker Ray Lewis and 
Giants' quarterback Kerry Collins had 
both been enduring all season and antici- 
pating this week. 
It was one year ago this week that 
Lewis was caught in a post-Super Bowl 
XXXIV fight in Atlanta that resulted in the 
murder of two individuals. It was one 
year ago this week that Lewis was won- 
dering whether or not he would have a 
playing career. 
Collins Had other problems. He ques- 
tioned his own desire to play football 
while with the Carolina Panthers. Later, he 
was arrested for a drunk-driving incident 
as a New Orleans Saint and left custody 
cockily chomping on a cigar. 
All the ghosts from Lewis and Collins' 
past have been coming back into the spot- 
light in the past two weeks. Why? Because 
the media just can't seem to let go. 
Sure, it's a compelling story that a man 
once accused of murder (and who pleaded 
to a misdemeanor obstruction of justice) is 
the cornerstone of one of the best defenses 
to ever grace the NFL gridiron. Equally 
compelling is Collins, who regained his 
poise and form from four years ago and 
led his new team to the Super Bowl. 
How does an athlete apologize for his 
faults and get the media to accept it? How 
many times does someone have to say 
they're sorry? 
Both men are starting over, yet both are 
picking up where they left off. Both men 
have been addressing the issues all season 
as their teams' success has skyrocketed. 
But both took different approaches to 
the issues this week. 
Collins kicked off the pre-Super Bowl 
week with a 35-minute press conference. 
He addressed all the issues he's been deal- 
ing with during his highly publicized past. 
He cited his inability to handle the spot- 
light and his alcohol dependency as his 
downfalls. He said he knew what he did 
was wrong and let everyone know exactly 
how he's changed. 
On the same day, Billick chastised the 
media for harping on Lewis' personal life, 
and in essence attempting to re-try an 
cleared man. Billick explained the facts of 
the trial and its outcome, and told 
reporters that any attempt to dig up any 
new evidence was not their job. 
Once Media Day hit everyone wanted 
to hear from Lewis. Collins had answered 
every question that was on anyone's mind 
about his past, his focus or his determina- 
tion. It was Lewis that they wanted to 
probe, to question, and to do the job Billick 
told them they shouldn't. 
It was Lewis who would take the heat. 
Player interview sessions last for about 
an hour, and the star players are put in 
kiosks along the sideline so media repre- 
sentatives can all get a chance to ask ques- 
tions without the athlete repeating the 
same answer numerous times. When 
Lewis stepped up to his kiosk at 1 p.m., 
everyone was there for him, and only him. 
Everyone wanted to know if the murder 
case was on his mind. No one wanted to 
let him get it out of his mind. 
Lewis listened to questions for an 
hour straight, and every question that 
came up about the trial was dismissed. 
The All-Pro linebacker wasn't going to be 
pushed around. Instead, he listened to the 
advice of teammate, tight end Shannon 
Sharpe, who told him to answer only 
those questions he wanted. 
Luckily, the whole session didn't 
revolve around the trial and finally some 
reporters got down to talking football. 
Afterwards one of his teammates called 
out the final seconds of Media Day until 
the official announcement filled the stadi- 
um, thus ending the circus. As he was 
leaving the stand, Lewis was asked if it 
was the longest hour in his life. "Yeah," 
was his obvious reply. 
As the week progresses, the two men 
will be compared in the ways they han- 
dled the media pressure. Collins took mat- 
ters into his own hands, much like he has 
done with recent events in his life, and his 
press conference explained everything 
anyone wanted to hear. Tuesday, all the 
questions had been answered and none of 
the answers were questioned. 
As for Lewis, he chose to dodge the 
questions everyone wanted answers to, 
and he was asked the same question in 
3,000 different ways. Unfortunately for 
Lewis, every one of his answers was fol- 
lowed by yet another question. 
Two men with two troubled paths. 
Both coping and both moving on. Come 
Sunday, they'll go head to head on oppo- 
site sides of the field. 
May the best man win. 
Andrew Tufts is a 
senior SMAD major who 
lied  about   going   to 
Tampa, but will prob- 
ably be going to 
Disney   World 
pfter    Sunday 
evening. 
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Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa Center For Ladies and Gentlemen < 
Winter Specials 
Full Set     $20 
Fill In        $13 
Walk-in appointments welcome. 
Gift certificates available. 
We accept local checks and MC/Visa 





Service 10:30 a.m. 
We respect the inherent worth and 
dignity of even' person and justice, 






Rt. 33, 5 miles west of H'burg at 
Dale Enterprise Schoolhouse 
Manicure        ; 
'Includes Parafin Wax 
Pedicure £18 





DID YOU KNOW that 
>rooklyns has ABC on? 
2035-51 E. Market St.   433-4090    Next to the ABC store 
oxhill lownhom es 
Simply The Best! 
Foxhill Townhomes, JMU's newest student community, offers the latest designs in student 
housing floor plans! Large, individual private bedrooms, semi-private baths, 












Refrig. with ice maker 
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UPPER LEVEL MAIN LEVEL office/Mode, 
1512 Devon Lane 
Harrisonburg, VA 
432-5525 
Now signing leases for fall 2001. 
Come check out the newest, the largest, the best off campus housing available at JMU! 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. M-F 
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BREEZE READER'S VIEW MATT BROWNLEE 
Baltimore Ravens ready to take stab at Lombardi 
Five weeks is a long time to go with- 
out scoring. Just ask any teenage boy 
and he'll tell you that a drought that 
long can do horrible things to one's con- 
fidence. Going five weeks without 
reaching the endzone can cause any 
football player to lose hope, focus and 
begin to question one's gridiron worth. 
Imagine how difficult it must be to 
come back from such a devastating set- 
back and to recover so completely as to be 
on the doorstep of the land's most cher- 
ished prize. Imagine no more, because the 
Baltimore Ravens are realizing that fanta- 
sy. The Ravens rallied through their mid- 
season delinquency to put themselves 
where they are now, which is one game 
away from being crowned football's 
world champions. 
The much-publicized scoring drought 
lasted the entire month of October, and 
into the first week of November. Over 
that period the Ravens played five games 
without once scoring a touchdown. That 
comes out to 21 quarters, more than 300 
minutes and 59 offensive possesions with- 
out once crossing the goal line. Interest- 
ingly enough, the Ravens'survived this 
span, and even managed to win two of 
those games. 
The reason the Ravens pulled 
through October without collapsing is 
the same reason they've made it all the 
way through the playoffs: Good coach- 
ing, solid special teams, a resilient 
offense and arguably the greatest NFL 
defense of all time. 
On the sidelines, Ravens coach Brian 
Billick has kept his team focused and 
upbeat all year long, no matter what has 
come along. After upsetting the Titans 
in November, Billick told his team that 
they would return to Tennessee once 
more. Proving to be a prophet, Billick 
led his team back to Tennessee in Janu- 
ary and knocked the home team right 
out of the playoffs. 
The special teams, which saved the 
team during its October drought, have 
been consistent all year. Kicker Matt 
Stover connected on 35 of 39 field goals, 
including nine in the two games that the 
Ravens won without touchdowns. All 
totaled, Stover amassed 135 points and 
was by far the Ravens most consistent 
offensive weapon of the season. 
The offense itself did have flashes of 
brilliance, despite its struggles. A 39-point 
performance against Jacksonville, along 
with the 44 they racked up against Cleve- 
land, proved that this offense can put 
points on the board. While loud-mouthed 
veteran Shannon Sharp led the receivers 
with 67 receptions and five touchdowns, 
it was a rookie that carried the team. 
The first running back taken in the 
draft, Jamal Lewis, was picked ahead of 
Heisman Trophy winner Ron Dayne, 
who now carries the ball for the Giants. 
This choice disturbed many fans, espe- 
cially since Lewis' days at the University 
of Tennessee were laced with injuries. 
Lewis silenced his critics though, and his 
hardnose running attack earned him 
more than 1,300 yards and six touch- 
downs this season. 
Finishing off the offensive attack 
for the Ravens is Trent Dilfer, an 
unlikely hero. Due to inadequacies 
already mentioned, starting quarter- 
back Tony Banks lost the job to Dilfer 
in late October and the team has been 
on a roll ever since. After losing to the 
Steelers in his first outing, Diifer has 
led the Ravens to 10 straight victories, 
including an impressive playoff run 
against Tennessee and Oakland. 
All these efforts would be void how- 
ever, was it not for the Ravens defense. 
Dubbed by some as the greatest ever, 
the 11 men dressed in black and purple 
have shut down nearly every offense 
they've faced. 
All-Pro linebacker Ray Lewis leads 
the charge with 226 tackles and four 
interceptions to date while cornerback 
Duane Starks has collected eight inter- 
ceptions for himself. The rest of the 
gang chips in too, as the Ravens 'D' led 
the league this year in nearly every 
major defensive category. In 19 games 
this year, the Ravens shut out four dif- 
ferent teams, and held the opposition to 
10 or fewer points 14 times. 
This hasn't been a pretty year for Balti- 
more, but it has been effective. With a 
coach who won't stop believing, an 
offense that won't stop pounding away 
and a defense that just won't give an inch, 
the Ravens have landed in Tampa with 
their eye on the prize. Because hey, it's 
been a while. 
Matt Brownlee is a freshman undeclared 
major who is going to be very disappointed 
that he didn't write his own byline. 
BREEZE READER'S VIEW AARON GRAY 
Fassel to make good on guarantee with Giant win 
I don't know if you've heard yet, but 
the New York Giants are going to the 
Super Bowl. I've been trying to tell that 
to myself all week, but it just hasn't 
been able to sink in yet. Don't worry, 
I've already pinched myself ... we're 
not dreaming. 
All season, the Giants have been dis- 
respected, overlooked and underrated. 
Before the season even started, the good 
people in Las Vegas gave them a 40/1 
shot of walking off into the sunset, where 
alleged superstar teams like the Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers, the St. Louis Rams, and 
our favorite puppets in D.C were des- 
tined to clash in late January. Even the 
sports analysts at Sports Illustrated picked 
the G-men to finish no higher than third 
in the recently dismal NFC East. Well, 
we all know now what wins Super 
Bowls. It's not which prima donna you 
can sign, your draft picks, or your $100 
million. It's a little thing in New York we 
like to call "crushing defense." 
Led by the genius schemes of defen- 
sive coordinator John Fox, the Giants fin- 
ished the regular season sixth in total 
defense. (Second against the run. That's 
right, I dare you to run the ball). In fact, 
the story behind the Giants all season has 
been their brilliant defense. Pro Bowl 
linebacker Jessie Armstead, defensive 
ends Michael Stahan and Keith Hamilton 
have combined for 24.5 sacks during the 
regular season and have dominated 
opposing offensive lines all year. They 
first revealed their blitzkrieg tactics dur- 
ing the 9-7 victory over Washington in 
early December. Quarterback Brad John- 
son looked like a lost schoolgirl in front 
of his home crowd as he desperately 
tried to avoid the streaking defense. 
Their 16th-ranked secondary was 
another story during the season. The role 
of "not being able to beat the good 
teams" was soaked in the Giants' reputa- 
tion around the league. After two 
straight losses, the Giants' (7-4) playoff 
hopes were in trouble. Fox went to the 
drawing board to figure out how they 
were going to stop the pass-happy Skins. 
Their next game in Washington proved 
to be the turning point in the season. By 
the way, let me take this opportunity to 
thank veteran place kicker Eddie Murray 
for a great season. 
The other side of the ball featured a 
classic comeback story only suitable for 
media crazed New York. 
In 1996, the Carolina Panthers were in 
their first franchise NFC Championship 
game. Their first round pick out of Penn 
State was at the helm: quarterback Kerry 
Collins. After being benched earlier in 
the season for telling his coach that the 
pressure was getting to him, the young 
player had a lot to prove. His season 
would end in turmoil after being accused 
of bigotry by his teammates. In 1998, TV 
cameras caught an intoxicated Collins 
walking out of jail with a cigar in his 
mouth, after a DWI charge. His flunked 
trial with the New Orleans Saints and 
brief stay in alcohol rehab didn't improve 
his NFL status. 
At 28, he seems like a changed man. 
With more determination and confi- 
dence, Collins was ranked fifth in the 
NFC this year with a passer rating of 
83.1. No New York quarterback has put 
those numbers up since the Phil Simms 
of the late '80s. But more importantly he 
emerged as a team leader and model citi- 
zen who not only has managed to steer 
clear of trouble, but also drinks plenty of 
diet soft drinks. 
"KER-ry! KER-ry!" is what the 
standing-room-only crowd chanted 
during their 41-0 massacre of the 
favored Minnesota Vikings two weeks 
ago. Offensive coordinator Sean Payton 
told Collins to attack the weak defense. 
In control the entire game, Collins set a 
new playoff record for passing yards 
(338) by half-time and threw five touch- 
down passes on the game (he didn't 
even play the fourth quarter). 
Who can forget the most colorful 
coach of the season? Head coach Jim 
Fassel made many key moves this year. 
. After going 7-9 last season, Fassel. 
knew there had to be some changes. 
He stressed team chemistry and want- 
ed to get as far away from the individ- 
ual efforts featured in the last decade 
of Giants football. His "playoff guaran- 
tee" in late November press conference 
was the spark plug for his squad. With 
his team about to miss the post season 
and his job in jeopardy, Fassel came 
out and guaranteed a playoff appear- 
ance. The pivotal move took the pres- 
sure off his players and he was now in 
the media spotlight. 
The Giants are eight and ohh since the 
ordeal and Fassel is lookin' pretty. 
So now the New York Giants are 
gearing up to meet the Baltimore Ravens 
in Super Bowl XXXV. After being labeled 
"the weakest number one seed in NFL 
playoff history," by most of the league 
and anyone who follows the NFL, the G- 
men are ready. They are ready to turn all 
those heads, surprise all their critics and 
bring home that Lombardi trophy. They 
have been the underdog all season and 
they'll bring that pigeonhole with them 
to Tampa Bay. It's been a great NFL sea- 
son; just watch out for those boys in blue. 
And my final advice for all those 
Skin fans is not to worry; there's always 
the XFL. 
Aaron Gray is a sophomore SMAD major 
who is ecstatic because he just received his 
2001 Jim Fassel calender. 
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SUPER JOS COMICS 8Y UNIVERSITY INFORMATION 
You can mm defeat me. 
Super Joe.'.' Why that's easy! Co to the 
THIRD HOOR of WARREN HAW 
The faint call of a question makes its 
way out of the crowd... 
Super Joe. please! I need mote rnkwrng 
dollars! Where is the card services area!! 
V ■iiAittitt 
HO. WAIL. But you can't... 
AAAAAAAAAAGGCGHHHHH' 
I'lget you next time Super Joe! 
Kuwait and see! I'll be back!! 
Cheers of joy ring from the 
young crowd! Join us next week, for more adventures! 
Organ &Tissue 
DONATION 
Share your fife. Share your decision" 
For a free brochure about Organ & Tissue 
Donation, call 1-800-355-SHARE. 
Coalition on Donation 
Hi Breeze 
' Kf.u liini; Hi. James Madison University * 
i-ommunily for over 75 yean. 
■*f9l TRAX Concert line (804)295-8729 
TRAXis located at 122 
11th Si Sw 
Charlottesville.VA 
www.Trax.rlc.net 
Thurs Jan. 25: The Ernies & Live Alien 
Broadcast $5 at the door 
Fri Jan. 26: Ekoostik Hookah $7adv 
Sat Jan. 27: Glen Philips w/ John Mayer 
$6adv 
Wed Jan. 31: Cowboy Mouth w/ Bare 
Jr. $!2adv 
Fri Feb. 2: Virginia Coalition w/ Buzby 
SSadv 
Thurs Feb. 8:2 Skinnee J's w/ The Ernies 
$10 adv 
Fri Feb. 9: My Dog Lucy w/ Something 
5$5adv 
Sat Feb. 10: Lake Trout w/ Myson $6 adv 
Wed Feb. 14: Strangefolk SSadv 
Thurs Feb. 15: Agents of Good Roots w/ 
Grainian SSadv 
Fri Feb. 16: Devon w/ Lucky town S3 gals 
$5 guys 
Sun Feb. 18: Less Than Jake w/ 
Newfound Glory, Anti 
Heros & Teen Idols SI2 adv 
Advance Tickets available at 
Plan 9, Harrisonburg Town & 
Campus Records or charge 
by phone 1-877-MUSIC77 
lde Mill Village 
$300 REBATE!! 
Olde Mill Village is offering a $300 rebate* to all 
new tenants signing a full lease for the 2001-02 year. 
» 
Spending money, expense money, or give it back to 
your parents (Right!!).  Your choice...and speaking of 
choices, you have em at Olde Mill - double bed or single, 
standard desk or contemporary computer desk. 
Take your picks!  And create your own "special" with 
the $300 rebate! 
$ $ $ $ 
•Restrictions apply.   Limited time offer. 
4-   V   V   q- 
Our apartments have amenities galore: 
•Level grounds with no hills to climb or interstate to cross. 
•Only four blocks to campus. 
• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps. 
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
• Mini-blinds on all windows. 
• Basketball court. 
• Paved parking spaces. 
• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus. 
• Telephone and cable outlets in each room. 
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments. 
• Well lit parking areas and walkways. 
• Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall. 
• No sliding patio doors. 
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit. 
• An easy 10 minute walk to campus. 
• A small community where the manager knows most tenants 
by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests. 
11A South Avenue, 
Harrisonburg 




-^mmmmm^ 11T1VT11T     AIMAMI tl IwM II f\ f< f\     ftAfM 
(QUA*. MOUtlMS www. oldemillvillage. com 
SPORTS THURSDAY, JAN. 2\ ZUUI | imi i>KE.t£,e. pj 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Sophomore Nadine Morgan has 
been named the Colonial Athletic Asso- 
ciation women's basketball Player of the 
Week for the week ending Jan. 22. 
The 5-foot-10-inch forward aver- 
aged 14 points and 8.5 rebounds 
as the Dukes garnered two confer- 
ence victories. 
On Jan.18 Morgan scored 12 
points on .750 (6-8) shooting while 
pulling down seven rebounds as 
JMU topped American, 71-60. 
Three days later Morgan drained 
16 points and grabbed 10 rebounds 
in a 64-62 win. In the contest, Mor- 
gan nailed eight of 10 free throw 
attempts and was credited with the 
game-winning assist. 
Morgan is fourth in the CAA in field 
goal percentage (.542), seventh in 
rebounding (6.8 rpg) and 10th in 
scoring (12.2 ppg). 
Coach Bud Childers announced on 
Monday that junior guard/forward 
Kunika McCoy has been suspend- 
ed from the team for the remainder 
of the season for "violating team and 
university policies." 
Childers would not comment fur- 
ther on the reason for the junior col- 
lege transfer's suspension and ath- 
letic director Jeff Bourne was 
unavailable for comment. 
The Dukes are currently 10-6 and 
are riding a three-game win streak. 
JMU hosts the University of North 
Carolina-Wilmington on Friday. 
»U NIVERSITYRBC RIiATIO N— 
rjLf Of  i_ 
For the Love of the Game 




High male game: freshman A.J. Schuster, 
244, junior Steve Hahn, 232, sophomore 
Steven Kramer, 222. 
High female game: senior Kim Payne, 
220, junior Karen Castka, 191, junior 
Laura Walsh, 177. 
High male series: Hahn, 683. 
High female series: Payne, 529. 
Men's Volleyball 
The men's volleyball club lost a close 
match to Virginia Tech on Saturday by 
a score of: 26-28, 25-27, 25-19, 15-25. 
They went on to rebound with a win 
over Navy: 20-25, 25-20, 16-25, 25-22, 
15-9. Last year Navy ended the season 
ranked ninth in the nation and Va. Tech 
was 14th. 
This Saturday the team takes on 
William & Mary, the University of Vir- 
ginia and Liberty at UREC starting at 
10 a.m. 
Ski Racing 
The women's ski racing team 
placed first in the giant slalom this 
past Saturday at Bryce Resort over 
Lees McCray, UVa., Va. Tech, the Uni- 
versity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina State, Appalachian 
State and Duke. Freshman Susie 
Truskey placed fourth, senior Heather 
Ragland placed sixth and freshman 
Cheryl Ford placed 12th overall. 
The men's team placed fourth overall. 
Freshman Bill Truskey placed 13th, 
junior Colby Trow placed 14th and Brian 
Trow placed 17th overall. This weekend 





The Breeze office 
basement of 
Anthony-Seeger 
Tufts has begun 
naming the ants crawl- 
ing out from under his 
computer after you 
guys, please help. 
SUPER BOWL SPECIAL 
Pizza • Subs • Pasta 
i1 
Buy a Large New York Style Pizza 
Get One FREE 
1647 E. Market St. (Next to Mr. J's Bagels) • 438-8985 
Mon-Sat 10:30 a.m. -11:00 p.m. • Sun 11:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m. 
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ACADEMIA NUTS BY SETH CASANA 
••- . 
ACADENIA NUTS 
CASE STUDY #M7 
I'M Itsf THE BSU MARCH\UG 
BANP    I    PLAV  rROMSONC 
IT'S REALLY GREAT, BUT I'fl 
PRETTY MISERABLE MOW TWT 
THE RX5T5ALL SEASON (S OVEj? 
WE PON'T EVENJ   HAl/E A 
PEP BAND 
WILSON  K M(J 
SENIOR B^IMESSM^ACCMEWT 
MAJOR AT gl6 CTATE UWI^RSlTY 
I GUESS IT'S REALLY TUST HITf/NG ME NOW. /'M 
NEVER GoING TO BE MARCHING- ASAfN. I HAVEN T 
PLAVEP MY HORN IN MONTHS. MY CHOPS ARE 
GOING,   |    TUST   KNOW   ir 
\ CAN'T EVEN JOIN CoNCERT 
8AND gECAUSE MY  flz M2^ 
CLA^S CONFLICTS, MY PAP 
5AVS   I   CAN tftTA  GOOD 
X08  WITH  MANAGEMENT, guT 
I   REALLY  LIKE TROMgoNETj 
TRIED   TOIKJINS- A JA22 
GROUP POUNTONN,    gUT 
THOSE GUYS   PIPN'T WAl/E 
A^Y  RHYTUM.   THEY COULD 
KJEV/ER   STAY  IN   KEY   WITH 
ME,   EITHER.  - 
SOMETIMES   I'LL PUT ON MY 
UNIFORM AROUND THE House 
FOR  FUN.   I   WORE IT To  A 
FoRNNAL DINNER, BUT THAT 
PIPN'T Go Too WELL. 
THAT'S WHY I'M GETTING 
THIS PARADE L\CENST". I 
WANT TO ORGANIZE AN 
EX-BAND MEMBER'S ANNUAL 
PARADE 
) THINK IT WOULD BE JUST GREAT FOR  PEOPLE 
LIKE ME-   I  INUlTtD ALL THE OLD ALUMNI AMP Gor 
A BIG RESPONSE, FOR SOME PEOPLE, IT POCSNT 
GET ANY   BETTER   TMM)   MAROHING.    I  DONT KNOW 




Are there any apartment complexes that offer a 6 month 
lease?   - Cin,2001 
Dear Cin, Yes there are complexes that offer 6 month leases. Our 
new Housing Guide has some listed — these Guides are available 
for free around campus and in our OCL office in Taylor Room 112. 
As you check around do not rule out the possibility that some com- 
plexes that do not advertise a six month lease will still offer you one 
if you ask. There is an abundance of student housing available so 
you may find that a property will be willing to sign you for six 
months. Six months rent is better than no rent, which is exactly what 
an empty bed brings in. Don't be afraid to ask and do not hurry- 
more than likely you will find exactly what you are looking for. 
Thanks for writing! 
Dear OCL, 
Our heating bill is astronomical! We have gas heat and 
thought we would be saving money but our bill is really 
high and we are not done with winter! - G.L. 
G.L., welcome to the exciting world of being responsible for bills! 
The increase you are seeing is what everyone is seeing who has nat- 
ural gas. The price of natural gas has gone through the roof so this 
will be reflected in your bill. First what you can't do — you can't 
shut it off. You need heat for you and your tootsies and for your 
pipes. If they freeze (with freezing comes bursting) because you 
shut off the heat you will be held liable, (for your pipes not your 
tootsies!). You can cut the heat down and really bundle up, you 
know, sweats, socks, hats ... the whole nine yards. Check with the 
landlord on what you can do before you do it but think about space 
heaters (if approved and allowed), putting plastic up over the win- 
dows, putting draft stoppers at the foot of all doors, closing off some 
rooms that may not be in use as much, keeping the vents closed in 
your bedrooms and add comforters! You may be heating hot water 
with natural gas as well so limit showers, wash clothes in cold 
water, and do not run the dishwasher until it is full. Keep an eye 
out for ways you can conserve but do not cut it off. Good luck and 
it is good to keep in mind that oil and gas fluctuate with the mar- 
ket when budgeting for an apartment or house. 
Submit your question to OCL: Taylor Down Under, Taylor Hall room 112, Mail: MSC 3511 — ask-ocl@jmu.edu 
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HOROSCOPES 
Today's Birthday — You're facing a few tough puzzles, but don't 
worry. If you didn't have a challenge or two, you'd get bored! Even the 
impossible is easy in February. Ask for top dollar and get it in March. 
Hold firm in March, and the others come to your side. You're so darn 
cute in June, it's hard to get any work done. Save that all for July; 
you'll whiz right through it then. Negotiations with foreigners go well 
in October. Follow a fantasy, too, just for the fun of it. A tyrant has feet 
of clay in November. Make the winning play and lead your team to 
CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 
0 the most challenging. 
Aries (March 21-April 19) 
-jj-     Today is a 7 — Give your 
M^_» teammates your full 
^^W   attention. They're going 
through all sorts of 
strange traumas. The overall out- 
come is good, so don't worry. 
People will learn to express 
themselves and to listen. Play the 
role well, whichever one you get. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20) 
I Today is a 6 — Don't be 
Jj^^\tooled by apparent 
^WP confusion at the top. The 
" rules seem to be issued by 
a committee. They're even 
contradictory! If you want to 
make any changes to the way 
things are going, speak up soon. 
Ik- 
Gemini (May 21-June 21) 
Today is a 7 — To 
' advance in your career, 
move quickly. The 
opportunities are mixed 
in with difficult moments. If you 
can get the information across, or 
provide what's needed, you 
could make yourself indispens- 
able. It's worth the effort. 
Cancer (June 22-July 22) 
C^k Today is a 6 — This is a 
_&, day of great fluctuations, 
true. But, unless you're 
an expert, it's silly to 
worry about them. Everything 
will even out by tomorrow. Don't 
get stirred up by this temporary 
turbulence. You can ride out this 
storm easily. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) 
—^ Today is a 5 — Your part- 
l3/       HIT'S tancy footwork is 
^p^ absolutely awesome. Pro 
vide plenty of applause. 
Your partner may be out a little 
further than intended. Your 
encouragement is appreciated. 
Save your constructive criticism 
for another time. 
li 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
Today is a 4 — If there 
were 25 of you, you'd 
still have trouble keep- 
. ing up with the work. 
Use your imagination and experi- 
ence to keep things under con- 
trol. By tomorrow evening, you 
can be in a quiet place with 
somebody you love. 
L 
fi&i 
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) 
Today is a 9 — You and 
your sweetheart have big 
I plans, but you're not get- 
ting much encourage- 
ment from anybody but each 
other. The key to your success is 
to keep going. Ignore the people 
who say you can't do it. 
Scorpio (OcL 24-Nov. 21) 
*.     |i Today is a 7 — If you'd 
just put a down payment 
on a house, today you'd 
be finding all kids of 
messes on the walk-through. All 
of your worst fears would be 
coming true, but don't give up. 
Besides, the seller would be 
promising to fix everything. If 
anything like that happens, get it 
in writing. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 
21)—Today is a 6 — You 
J^* may feel like you've just 
fWt^j opened a can of worms. 
" "    You have some great 
ideas and some that won't work. 
Unfortunately, you can't tell 
which is which. Give what 
you've recently learned time to 
sink in. Don't believe everything 
you hear, either. 
fr; 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
Today is a 5 — If 
somebody else wants a 
' lot of your money, think 
it over carefully. Don't 
just blindly bet the ranch, even 
on something that looks like a 
good cause. Use your brains to 
work out the best strategy. Don't 
be ruled by your emotions. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
R Today is a 7 — If you 
can stay organized, this 
day will go a lot better. 
Some of your plans will 
go like clockwork. Others will 
fall flat. Use your wit, as well as 
your wisdom, and you'll gain 
status, as well as approval. 
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
. Today is a 5 — Peace of 
ifW^mind is available, 
*%J» although it may take a 
^^ while to get there. You 
keep second-guessing yourself. If 
you're not careful, you'll spend 
the whole day talking yourself 
around in circles. Plan a quiet 
evening. You'll need the rest by 
then. 
—Tribune Media Services 
ACROSS 
1 Mark of 
distinction 
7 Jazzy singing 
11 Bossy bellow 
14 Collect a lungful 
15 Columbus' state 
16 Minor devil 
17 Stringed 
instrument 
18 Electrical unit 
19 Pose for a 
portrait 
20 & so forth 
21 Faucet flaw 
23 Mr. Ed's dinner 
24 Prepares to 
testify 
29 Placates 
32 Shoot from 
hiding 
35 Boys of the 
house 
36 _ had it! 
37 Kitchen utensil 
38 Egyptian viper 
41 Sch. grp. 
42 Vicious or 
Caesar 
43 Porch raider 
44 Felt regret 
46 Some Isle of Man 
residents 
48 Asian capital 
52 Navratilova's 
namesake 
56 Remain behind 





66 Cote mama 
67 Sucker 
68 'Trees" poet 
69 Dunderhead 
70 Flippers 
71 Falls as ice 
DOWN 
1 Musky cat 
2 Loos or Ekberg 
3 Wedge put under 
awheel 
4 Holbrook or 
Roach 
5 Samuel's mentor 
1 2 3 4 5 
6 1 
7 8 9 ,0 1 11 12 13 14 15 16 1/ 18 J 19 
20 ■■■■# 22 ■ ■ 23 
24 25 26 27 28 
■ 29 30 31 
32 33 34 I3'' 36 
37 38 39 40       *r£ 41 42 
43 44 45 46 47 
48 49 50 51 












69 0 1" 
6 Look after 
7 Russians, ono 




11 Supply with a 
bum steer 
12 Bypass 
13 Makes a decision 
22 Fraternity letter 




27 Camper's shelter 
28 Javelin 
30 Wicked 
31 Checkers side 
32 Petty quarrel 
33 Sten title role 
34 Confidants 
39 Business outfit 
40 Solemn 
supplication 
45 Boone and 
Defoe 
SOLUTIONS TO LAST WEEKS PUZZLE: 
0 R E S S L A V 1 1 G O L F L U N E L A T 1 N O V A L M M C M O P T E D s O D A 0 B O I s ITJ ■ A W E s L E W 
s A u T E||C]R E A T 1 0 N S 
N E A T|H||D R 1 1 
A C T||M|R|E|D||M E E K L Y 
s E E R||A|W|A K E||D E E M 
H E R E 0 F Mo 1 N T |  L T A 
■ C A F 1 S T R 1 P 
B R I E F I N G|S|| N S F T 
R U N S I c s AHOIY S T E R 0 P U s J u M P S T 1 R O w E R E A R E A S E M 1 L N E E D M E S T A P E E L 
47 Actress Sheridan 
49 Wages 
50 James Bond's 
Fleming 
51 Sharp blows 
53 Vocalist Eydie 
54 Map in a map 
55 Soothsayers 
56 Flushing stadium 
57 Pulls behind 
61  and running 
62 Luau dish 
64 Tanker's cargo 
65 Pub offering 
0!0 OlOiOiO O 0 OOOOOO OHHHH 
PHOTO MEETING TIMES 
MONDAY 3:30 p.m. 
THURSDAY 5:15 p.m. 
basement of Anthony-Seeger 
. 
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GREAT careers AHEAD. 





deadline is midnight, 
JANUARY 25 
PRESELECT ON CAREER 
CONNECTIONS FOR PROJECT 
MANAGER, TECHNICAL ANALYST 
AND MIS ANALYST POSITIONS. 
ONE OF THE"/00 Best Companies 
TO WORK FOR" FOR THREE  YEARS  IN  A ROW 
— AS   PUBLISHED  IN   FORTUNE' MAGAZINE 
S 
Your great career is just around the corner. Let 
Capital One* take you there. We're one of the 
fastest-growing financial services and direct 
marketing companies in America. And for three 
years in a row, we're one of the "100 Best 
Companies to Work For" according to a survey 
in FORTUNE* magazine. 
When you arrive at Capital One, you'll get real 
responsibility starting day one. Plus, you'll enjoy 
an entrepreneurial environment where career 
advancement and company pride are the norm, 
not the exception. 
Couple that with our excellent compensation 
and benefits packages and it's easy to see 
why we're one of "the best." If success is your 
destination, come enjoy the ride at Capital One. 
CapitalQne 
WWW.CAPITAL0NE.COM 
CAPITAL ONE IS AN EOE DEDICATED TO DIVERSITY IN THE WORKPLACE. WE PROMOTE A DRUG-FREE WORK ENVIRONMENT. 
CAPITAL ONE HIRES PEOPLE LEGALLY AUTHORIZED TO WORK IN THE UNITED STATES. 
Cuss 




Spring 2001 Semester 
Leases Available! 
First 10 Applicants 
mentioning this ad 
Receive Special Rates! 




3, 4, or 5 BR Units Available - 
Furnished or unfurnished. Rent 
starting at $150/bedroom. Apple 
Real Estate. Inc. 540433-9576. 
Large 2 Bedroom Apartment* - for 
2001-2002. W/D. A/C. 1.5 
bathrooms, quiet student complex 
of 8 units. Call 564-2659 or see 
www.castleproperty.com 
Houses ESSES Harrison Street. 
East Market Street. Main Street. 
433-2126. 
Two Townhouse Units - furnished, 
2 bedrooms each, $260/ 
bedroom. 703-737O103. 
Charming 5 BR House* - on student 
friendly Elizabeth Street. Porches, 
hardwood floors, pets welcome, 
appliances, Ethernet. Maintained by 
considerate owner. 568-3068. 
Hunter's Ridge Townhouse - 1 
bedroom available now. Phone 
collect, 757-3408993. 
Furnished 3BR University Place - 
2001 2002, deck, appliances, 
$690/mo., year lease. 432-6993. 


















Starting at $175 
4 Bedrooms 







Country Club Court 
Starting at SI 75 
B Bedrooms 
Hunters Ridge Loft 
Starting at S275 
Large Selection 
of Houses! 
Kunkhouser ft Associates 
Property Management, Inc. 
lr\foW\inkhouserMannfftment.com 
434-5150 
Spring 2001 Sublease Townhouse 
Rent negotiable! Contact Sarah. 
43^6808. 
340 East Elizabeth - 4 bedroom. 2 
baths, fenced yard. Lease June 1. 
$1000. 879-9947. 
The Qrand Dukes Apartments - 
Only 2. newly renovated and 
furnished. 3 bedroom, 2 level 
townhomes close to main campus 
for fall 2001. Large eat-in kitchens 
with full size appliances. Generous 




2001 - 2002 




or $ 170/person 
4BRApt. S720/mo. 
or$l80/person 
All apts. near Cantrcll Bridge 
One of the closest complexes lo IMU1 
Kline Realty Property Management 
The good apartments go first, 
so come by and see us! 
Hunter's Ridge - 4 BR, 2 baths, 
top floor condo, furnished, new 
refrigerator, mattresses, sofa 
cushions, LR carpet, paint. Family 
managed. $225/bedroom, groups 
of 4. Call owner at 757-481-0162 
or e-mail sheavb@juno.com. 
3BR Condo Available Jsn. 1 - 
Nice, clean, balcony unit. Walk to 
campus, fully furnished, new 
carpet, washer, dryer, AC. Call 
432-1494. 
3, 4, 5 BR APTS 
(FURNISHED) 
5 MINUTE WALK 
(S. MAIN) 
434-3509 
Mt. View Dr. Townhouse - 5 
bedrooms, furnished, walking 
distance. $195/mo. One year 




S215/person. August 15 
lease. 4 bedroom. 2 living 
rooms. 2 baths. W/D 
Devon Lane - 
3 Bedroom, furnished. 
W/D, D/W. 
A/C. $700/mo. 
Liberty Street - 
2 blocks from campus, 2 
or 3 bedroom townhouse. 
water Included. 
S250/person. 3 levels, 
large rooms. 
3/4 BR Houses - on 
Old South High St. 
4 Bedroom - 
Old South High Street. 
Everything new In house. 
ALL WALKING 
DISTANCE TO JMU 




JMU Students Wanted! 
Hunter's Ridge Townhouaes 
2001 - 2002 
Ethernet. New Furniture. 
Interior Remodeled! 
Must see! Walking distance 
from campus. Many extras! 
$250/bedroom. 
433-8423 
Furnished 3BR Townhouse ■ 2001 - 
2002. 11/2 baths, deck, appliances, 
nice, close, $750/mo. Year lease, 
432-6993. Walk to campus. 
323 West Water - 3 bedrooms, 










washer & dryer 




roomale situations available 
801-0660 
TtMl'llfu'fHi'j 
Great Houses Now Available - for 
2001-2002. See them yourself! 
www.cast/eproperty.com 
Off-campus Housing Available ■ 1, 
2 and 3 story townhouses and 
condos and 5 bedroom, 3 bath 
condos available for 2001/2002. 
For listings, floor plans and 
locations contact University Realty 
434-4444. unvrlty@gte.net. 
www. university-realty, com 
Houses and Duplexes - Ready 
when you arel Any time! 
www.castleproperty.com 
Furnished Best Kept Townhouse - 
4 bedroom, 2.5 baths, swimming 
pool, tennis. Call 434-3790. 
House on   Mason  Street  -  4 
bedroom. 2 baths, all appliances. 
Call 434-3790. 
2 Bedroom Apartment ■ year 
lease, no pets. $450/mo. 564- 
1373. 434-3420. 
Want a House Next Year? Try the 
easy way. www.castteproperty.com. 
3 Bedroom Fully Furnished - full 
kitchen, dishwasher, W/D. A/C. 
tv/vcr. Available August 1 for year- 
long lease at University Place. Call 
438-8077. 
FOR SALE 
Kegorater Kits, Taps - Beer/wine 
making. Bluestone Cellars, 
downtown, 432-6799. 
Monthly tabloid publication - with 
local circulation. Send inquiries to 
Box 147. c/o Daily News Record. 
Harnsonburg. VA 22803. 
HELP WANTED 
Earn up to $500 - Help me find 
tenants for nice townhouses. $50 
for each signed contract. Call 
43S8423. 
PAID INTERNSHIPS 
FOR SUMMER 2001 
Excellent "real life' experi-ncr 
to build your resume plus 
earn over 86.000 
Now interviewing on-rampus 
iuuiui.tuitionpainters.com 
I need reps In Harrlsonburg area - 
Work 5-30 hours/week and get 
paid very well for sales of website 
design and hosting products and 
services. Make $100s or $1000s 
for spring break, etc. Be the boss, 
work from home or dorm. Check out 
opportunity at www.FredMost.com. 
540-862-7465. 
Earn Up to SSOO Per Week - 
assembling products at home. No 
experience. Info. 1-504-646-1700. 
Dept. VA-4806. 
TRAVEL OUT WEST! 
Southwestern Co, 
Summer Internship 
Excellent experience. Average 
first summer $7,000. Only selecting 
independent & sharp students. 
For information call 442-9934. 
Linux Expert Wanted - must have 
experience installing and configuring 
Red Hat Linux. Apache, MySQL and 
PHP. Office located in downtown 
Harnsonburg. Flexible schedule, 6-10 
hours/week. Call 438-9933 or email 
jcbs&radeshowdirectcorn 
Tutors Wsnted - for all subject 
areas and levels. JMU students 
only. Stop by the Counseling and 
Student Development Center, 
Vamer House, for an application. 
$1500 Weekly Potential - mailing 
our circulars. Free information. Call 
202-452-5901. 
Escape to the 
Shenandoah Mountains 
of West Virginia. 
Timber Ridge, a coed camp. Is 
seeking energetic fun loving 
staff to work with children this 
summer. Looking for general 
counselors and specialty staff. 90 
miles from Washington DC Top 
salaries. We will be interviewing 
on campus ]anuary24th at the 
Sooner Hall Interview Center 
from 1000 am - 400 pm 
Call 1-800-258-2267 for appt 
Walk-ins also welcome. 
SUMMER IN MAINE 
Male/female Instructors 
needed: Tennis. Swim. 
Land Sports. Canoe, 
Kayak. Sail. Water-ski. 
Outdoor living. Rocks. 
Ropes, Arts. Theatre and 
Riding. Picturesque 
locations, exceptional 
facilities. June to August. 
Residential. Apply online 
or call. 
TRIPP LAKE CAMP 
for Girls: 
1 -800-997-4347 






Need Responsible Roommate - to 
share 2 bedroom townhouse near 
campus. ASAP, $225/mo. Please 
contact Cheyenne at 433-3210. 
Roommate to Share Great House - 
close to campus. W/D. 
dishwasher, big backyard, pets 
considered. $350 plus utilities. 
Call 801-8121. 
SERVICES 
Discounted Phone Cards, 
Wholesaler Direct - Less than 
$.01 per minute. Page for ordering 
information, 564-7828. Brown and 
Sons Company. 
NOTICE 
For more information and 
assistance regarding the 
investigation of financing 
•business opportunities, coniacl 
the Better Business Bureau. Inc. 
1-8O0-533-55O1 
SPRING BREAK 
Early Spring  Bresk   Specials! 
Cancun & Jamaica from $389! 
Air, hotel, free mealsl Award 
winning company! Group leaders 
free! Florida vacations, $129! 
1S0O6786386. 
spnngbreaktravel. com 
Spring Break - Panama City 
Beach. Daytona, South Beach, FL. 
Best parties, hotels and condos. 
Lowest Prices! 1-800-575-2026. 
www.myspringbreak.net 
Early Specials) Spring Break 
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 days. 
$279! Includes meals, parties! 
Awesome beaches, nightlife! 
Departs from Florida! Get group - 
go free! springbreaktravel.com 
1-800678*386. 
#1 Spring Break Vacations) 
Best Prices Guaranteed! Cancun, 
Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida. 
Book Cancun & get free meal 
plan. Earn cash & go free! Now 
hiring Campus Reps. 1-800-234- 
7007. ent3lesssummertours.com. 
Act Now! Guarantee the best 
Spring Break prices! South Padre, 
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas. 
Acapulco. Florida, and Mardigras. 
Reps needed. Travel free, earn 
$$$. Group discounts for 6*-. Call 
1-80O838-8203. 
www./eisiyretours.com. 
MOOW"*ff«Slut CuoImerenw*»««*K I mi 
Smai Buwwuti RecognM to OulfliMrq 
Eoicin can nine 
Bahamas Party 
Cruise  $279 
5 un • MM MUM . i« Pmm • ina»m tun 
Honda $119 
11 Nxjfia • Pm** On. Oifiou Sw* kicn 
Jamaica $439 
' Wgfltl • Aal I HOW 
Cancun $399 
' *S>JM| * «■( • HOICt 
ipnngbraktravcl.com - Our Utk Teat; 
1-800-678-6^ 
1'Mimmi 
C3nCUh   «-J77 
Jamaica   OT 
Bahamas </s7 
Panawia   .    117 
Crfy--*    i:;'    f^ 
ENDLUSS   !• 
5UMMER 
JMU DOES JAMAICAl '0mj 
,    a/nVo/no/ca 
MinSMsM C*\ afN 
BWI. DULLES. K RICHMOND. 
$30 OFF CANCUN OR JAMAICA! 
: tili-WcE ViiliJ. 
www.cnillns5summertours.com 
Spring Break - Nassau/Pa'adise 
Island. Cancun and Jamaica from 
$449. Air, hotel, transfers, parties 
and more! Organize a small group ■ 
earn free trips plus commissions! 
Call 1-800OET-SUN-1. 
PERSONALS 
Sexual Assault Survivors Support 
Group - is forming now. Start date 
is Monday, January 29 from 7- 
8:30 p.m. If you are interested in 
joining, please contact Teresa at 
hineytj@jmu.edu or 568-2940. 
Hot Girls and 
Hunky Studs 
Await You! 
Also middle-aged bald guys. 
screaming kids, and teenagers 
with bad haircuts. 
Hey, we get all types at 
Massanutten, but on 
Wednesdays and Fridays, 
college students get 




If it involves discounted 
skiing, snowboarding. 
or snow tubing on 
Wednesdays and Fridays, 
call Massanutten at 
289-4954. 
If it's the one with the 
circus clown and 
the feather duster, 
call your therapist. 
Subscribe to 
The Breeze! 
For only $30 for third 
class mail, or $75 for first 
class mail, you can 
receive a full year of The Breeze1 
Please send your name. 
address & money to: 
The Breeze 
James Madison University 
Anthony Seeger Hall 
MSC 6805 
Harrlsonburg. VA 22807 
^WaOTAVATAiaaVAWAV 
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN THE BREEZE! 
568-6127 
Domino's Difference 
loppinqs .ind chc«M -til the 
v. .is   to tlu- «dc|i    | 
«• pizZJ tor  th« moti.  \ 
ct  v i ust 
JM'UT tubi' 
• ■dip's .dlovvrd' 
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1 Medium 2-Topping 





(i.Mi, <ow, portions ot quality 
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5 FOR $25 
Buy 5 or more Large Cheese 
Pizzas for only ^fiT   fWt 
Additional Toppings $1 each EACH 
Sweet Deal 
j One Large 1-Topping 
l Pizza & an Order of 









Locally Owned & Operated 
Port Rd/Valley Mall 
433-3111 
JMU/ S. Main St. 
433-2300 
•♦.»♦*»'♦!*♦» '»»«*»» 
